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FOREWORDFOREWORD  

Thank you very much for purchasing the A series basic range electric pallet truck of HangchaThank you very much for purchasing the A series basic range electric pallet truck of Hangcha
Group .Group .
 A series  A series basic basic range electric range electric pallet truck pallet truck is is a a newly developed newly developed product for product for warehouwarehouse se logistic, itlogistic, it

owns characteristics as advanced performance, comfort operation, safety and security, lowowns characteristics as advanced performance, comfort operation, safety and security, low

maintenance cost, and is an ideal tool for handling goods in warehouse, supermarket andmaintenance cost, and is an ideal tool for handling goods in warehouse, supermarket and

workshop.workshop.  
Before use the truck, relative persons must read and understand the manual, get to know how toBefore use the truck, relative persons must read and understand the manual, get to know how to

safely operate and maintain the truck.safely operate and maintain the truck.

Part one of this manual is about the brief introduction and correct operation of thePart one of this manual is about the brief introduction and correct operation of the basic rangebasic range  

electric pallet truck, which will tell you how to operate safely and maintain preventively; part twoelectric pallet truck, which will tell you how to operate safely and maintain preventively; part two

will tell you the will tell you the structure, working principstructure, working principle and maintenance of the electric pallet truck.le and maintenance of the electric pallet truck.

Because of the update and improvements of our products, there may be some differencesBecause of the update and improvements of our products, there may be some differences

between this operation manual contents and your forklift between this operation manual contents and your forklift truck.truck.

If you have any questions, please contact Hangcha Group Co., Ltd. sales company or the agent.If you have any questions, please contact Hangcha Group Co., Ltd. sales company or the agent.

©©  7/2015 7/2015 HANGCHA HANGCHA GROUP GROUP CO., CO., LLTDTD
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Part Part : : Operation Operation and and maintenancemaintenance

1 1 TTruck ruck IntroductionIntroduction

1.1 General1.1 General

 A series A series basic range electric pallet truckbasic range electric pallet truck described in this manual should work under moderate described in this manual should work under moderate

intensity working strength.intensity working strength.

 According to differe According to different operation waynt operation way, it has two types as, it has two types as pedestrian pedestrian type and stand-on type. Usestype and stand-on type. Uses

can get relevant information as rated load from the product model.can get relevant information as rated load from the product model.

CBD20-AEC1CBD20-AEC1
CBD20-AEC1SCBD20-AEC1S

ModeMode  

CBD CBD Electric Electric pallet pallet trucktruck

2020 Rated load capacity×100kgRated load capacity×100kg  

 A  A Product seriProduct serial numberal number

EE Basic RangeBasic Range

C1 C1 Controller Controller typetype  

S S Stand-on Stand-on typetype
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Truck body systemTruck body system

––   Beautiful and compact outline, concise and fluent Beautiful and compact outline, concise and fluent line.line.

––   High strength steel frame structure High strength steel frame structure chassis provide larger residual load capability and longerchassis provide larger residual load capability and longer

working life.working life.

––   Chassis adopts 5-wheel structure, including one central driving wheel, two lateral auxiliaryChassis adopts 5-wheel structure, including one central driving wheel, two lateral auxiliary

wheels as stabilization and two load wheels. It can make sure stable and safe driving.wheels as stabilization and two load wheels. It can make sure stable and safe driving.

 Auxiliary wh Auxiliary wheel gets dameel gets damping desigping design.n.

––   Hanging foldable damping pedal.Hanging foldable damping pedal.

Driving systemDriving system

––   Drive unit adopts wheel type, Drive unit adopts wheel type, with compact and simple integral structure.with compact and simple integral structure.

––   The adopted unique floating supension system ensures good driving wheels`s grip andThe adopted unique floating supension system ensures good driving wheels`s grip and

excellent stability.excellent stability.

––    AC travelling motor applied to provide excellent acceleration, good gradeability AC travelling motor applied to provide excellent acceleration, good gradeability, low heat, , low heat, nono

carbon brush and carbon brush and maintenance free.maintenance free.

––   High performance electromagnetic brake.High performance electromagnetic brake.

Braking systemBraking system

––

   It owns three emergency braking functions as release brake, reverse brake andIt owns three emergency braking functions as release brake, reverse brake and
electromagnetic brake to ensure travelling safety.electromagnetic brake to ensure travelling safety.

––   It owns slope anti-slide function to ensure safety.It owns slope anti-slide function to ensure safety.

Operation steering systemOperation steering system

––   New ergonomics designed control handle owns acceleration, reversing, horn, braking,New ergonomics designed control handle owns acceleration, reversing, horn, braking,

lifting/lowering, emergency reverse functions, thus makes operation easier.lifting/lowering, emergency reverse functions, thus makes operation easier.

––   Emergency reversing button on the control handle head can prevent driver from hurt whenEmergency reversing button on the control handle head can prevent driver from hurt when

encountering emergency in backward driving.encountering emergency in backward driving.

––   Turtle speed function can keep the slow move when the tiller is vertical direction, the truckTurtle speed function can keep the slow move when the tiller is vertical direction, the truck

can stack goods even in narrow space.can stack goods even in narrow space.

––   Steering angle +/- 90°.Steering angle +/- 90°.

Hydraulic systemHydraulic system

––   Modularization hydraulic power unit owns low noise, low vibration, stable and reliable liftingModularization hydraulic power unit owns low noise, low vibration, stable and reliable lifting

and lowering.and lowering.

Electric systemElectric system

––   24V Electric system24V Electric system

––   CURTIS latest AC control system provides accurate and CURTIS latest AC control system provides accurate and atable control to work more atable control to work more efficient.efficient.

––   Multi-function meter, has the power display, timing and fault self-diagnosis function.Multi-function meter, has the power display, timing and fault self-diagnosis function.

––   Emergency stop switch.Emergency stop switch.

––   The standard equipped electronic lifting limitation and soft landing system protect workingThe standard equipped electronic lifting limitation and soft landing system protect working

motor and loads from motor and loads from damaging.damaging.
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1.2 1.2 Use Use occasion occasion and and conditioncondition

Truck in this manual is only for Truck in this manual is only for lifting and transporting loads.lifting and transporting loads.

It must be It must be used, operated and maintainused, operated and maintained according to the information in this manual. Any othered according to the information in this manual. Any other

uses are outside the design envelope and can lead to injury to persons or damage to equipmentuses are outside the design envelope and can lead to injury to persons or damage to equipment

and property.and property.

Only used in Only used in specified place and conditionspecified place and condition：：  

––   Use in specified rated load.Use in specified rated load.

––   Used in specified area as factory, tourist attraction and recreation place.Used in specified area as factory, tourist attraction and recreation place.。。  

––   Used on the flat ground, that is fixed and owns enough carrying capacity.Used on the flat ground, that is fixed and owns enough carrying capacity.

––   It is prohibtted to pass the bulge or cavity as the small wheel diameter may cause truckIt is prohibtted to pass the bulge or cavity as the small wheel diameter may cause truck

tipping over.tipping over.

––   Used on the road with good vision and equipment use license.Used on the road with good vision and equipment use license.

––   Max. uphill grade when driving is 6%.Max. uphill grade when driving is 6%.

––   It is prohibited to travel crosswise or obliquely. When go uphill with loads, keep the loads inIt is prohibited to travel crosswise or obliquely. When go uphill with loads, keep the loads in

front; when go downhill, keep people in front.front; when go downhill, keep people in front.

For truck operation, the For truck operation, the following normal climatic conditions apply:following normal climatic conditions apply:

––
    Average  Average ambient tempambient temperature for coerature for continuous duntinuous duty:ty: ＋＋2525℃℃;;

––   Maximum ambient temperaturMaximum ambient temperature, short term e, short term (up to (up to 1h):1h): ＋＋4040℃℃;;

––   Lowest ambient temperature for trucks intended for use Lowest ambient temperature for trucks intended for use in normal indoor conditions:in normal indoor conditions:＋＋55℃℃;;

––   Lowest ambient temperature for trucks intended for Lowest ambient temperature for trucks intended for use in use in normal outdoor conditionormal outdoor conditions:ns:－－2020℃℃;;

––    Altitude:  Altitude: up to 2000m.up to 2000m.

Please read others safety rules in this Please read others safety rules in this manual, it is important to your personal safety, working staffmanual, it is important to your personal safety, working staff

and goods safety.and goods safety.

WARNINGWARNING

   Do not carry people.Do not carry people.

   Do not over load.Do not over load.

   Do not push and pull loads.Do not push and pull loads.  
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1.3 1.3 Main Main part part namename

11

22

33

44

55

66

5577

88

99

1212

1111

1010

  
CBD20-AECBD20-AEC1(PedestriC1(Pedestrian an type)type)

11

22

33

44

55

1313
66

55

77

88

1111
1212

1010    99

  

CBD20-AEC1S(Stand-on type)CBD20-AEC1S(Stand-on type)
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1414

  

ItemItem   DescriptionDescription   ItemItem   DescriptionDescription  

1 1 Control Control handle handle 8 8 ForkFork

2 2 Control Control lever lever 9 9 Load Load wheelwheel

3 3 Key Key switch switch 10 10 Battery Battery covercover

4 4 Hood Hood 11 11 InstrumenInstrumentt

5 Auxiliary 5 Auxiliary wheel wheel 12 12 Emergency Emergency stop stop switchswitch

6 6 Drive Drive wheel wheel 13 13 PedalPedal

7 7 Rear Rear frame frame 1414 Fence(optional)Fence(optional)
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1.4 1.4 Display Display and and controlcontrol

11

33

1111

1212

1616    1717

19191919

2222

2121
2020

2121

2222

1818
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1.4.1 Display1.4.1 Display

Instrument [11]Instrument [11]  

Dot-matrix LCD displayDot-matrix LCD display

The display screen is 8 alphanumericThe display screen is 8 alphanumeric

characters, dot-matrix LCD liquid crystalcharacters, dot-matrix LCD liquid crystal

display, can display vehicles fault code,display, can display vehicles fault code,

battery soc and total running time.battery soc and total running time.

Vehicles when the normal operation of theVehicles when the normal operation of the

display shows the battery remaining power.display shows the battery remaining power.

Service indicator(red LED)Service indicator(red LED)

When the controller to detect When the controller to detect fault information,fault information,

the red LED indicator light flashing, at thethe red LED indicator light flashing, at the

same time LCD display shows two digits ofsame time LCD display shows two digits of

the fault code.When there are multiple faultthe fault code.When there are multiple fault

fault code alternates between interval of 2fault code alternates between interval of 2

seconds.Fault code corresponding faultseconds.Fault code corresponding fault

information to view in this paper, the fault codeinformation to view in this paper, the fault code

table.table.

BDI indicator(yellow LED)BDI indicator(yellow LED)  

When battery remaining power less than 20%,When battery remaining power less than 20%,

the yellow LED indicator lights flashing,the yellow LED indicator lights flashing,

warned "depleted", at the same time LCDwarned "depleted", at the same time LCD

display shows "20%" for 1 seconds after intodisplay shows "20%" for 1 seconds after into

"Low BDI"."Low BDI".

When the yellow LED indicator lights flashing,When the yellow LED indicator lights flashing,

vehicle lifting by automatic locking function,vehicle lifting by automatic locking function,

running speed is reduced.At this time shouldrunning speed is reduced.At this time should

be immediately available for vehiclesbe immediately available for vehicles

recharged.recharged.

Hourmeter indicator(green LED)Hourmeter indicator(green LED)  

Said when the green LED light is normally onSaid when the green LED light is normally on

the timer is timing, the smallest unit of time forthe timer is timing, the smallest unit of time for

0.1 hours.0.1 hours.

Every time when starting the vehicle LCDEvery time when starting the vehicle LCD

screen will display the vehicle's total run time,screen will display the vehicle's total run time,

this time is for regular maintenance on thethis time is for regular maintenance on the

basis of the basis of the vehicle.vehicle.

Low speed indicator [18]Low speed indicator [18]  

When the indicator light shows that the truckWhen the indicator light shows that the truck

is in low is in low speed operation mode.speed operation mode.
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1.4.2 Control1.4.2 Control

Control handle[1]Control handle[1]  

Control truck steering and braking.Control truck steering and braking.

When turn the control handle right and left, itWhen turn the control handle right and left, it

can realize the truck right and left turncan realize the truck right and left turn。。TheThe

max turning angle of this handle is max turning angle of this handle is about 175°.about 175°.

When press the handle to horizontal positionWhen press the handle to horizontal position

or push up to vertical position, it can realizeor push up to vertical position, it can realize

the truck brake. These two positions are setthe truck brake. These two positions are set

by brake inching switch. Normal is open circuit,by brake inching switch. Normal is open circuit,

working status is closed, brake inching switchworking status is closed, brake inching switch

at horizontal or vertical position at horizontal or vertical position is normal.is normal.

Key switch [3]Key switch [3]

Turn on the key switch, and the power is on. TurnTurn on the key switch, and the power is on. Turn

off the switch, and the power is off. Turn off theoff the switch, and the power is off. Turn off the

key switch before charging.key switch before charging.  

Emergency stop switch [12]Emergency stop switch [12]

Press this switch, power is off. Press it whenPress this switch, power is off. Press it when

emergency or no ise. If re-start needed, pullemergency or no ise. If re-start needed, pull

upward.upward.

Emergency reverse button [Emergency reverse button [1616]]

This switch is at the head of control lever,This switch is at the head of control lever,

once touch this button, the truck movesonce touch this button, the truck moves

forward. It is used to protect people fromforward. It is used to protect people from

being clamped by the control handle.being clamped by the control handle.

This switch is This switch is also called belly switch.also called belly switch.  

Low speed travel button [Low speed travel button [1717]]

Press this button, the maximum speed of thePress this button, the maximum speed of the

truck to reduce to 2.4 km/h.truck to reduce to 2.4 km/h. Release thisRelease this

button, the truck travels in button, the truck travels in normal speed.normal speed.

Direction and speed control button[Direction and speed control button[1919]]

This button is at both sides of control leverThis button is at both sides of control lever

head, one linkage per left and right. It is tohead, one linkage per left and right. It is to

control travelling direction and travellingcontrol travelling direction and travelling
speed.speed.

Truck travels to the fork sideTruck travels to the fork side

––   Press this Press this control handle downwards.control handle downwards.

––   Turn this button from the side of body toTurn this button from the side of body to

outside gradually with thumb.outside gradually with thumb.

––   Truck travels to the fork side.Truck travels to the fork side.
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Truck travels to the handle side(or pedal)Truck travels to the handle side(or pedal)

––   Press this control handle downwards.Press this control handle downwards.

Turn this button towards the side of bodyTurn this button towards the side of body

gradually with thumb.gradually with thumb.

––   Truck travels to the handle side(orTruck travels to the handle side(or

platform).platform).  

CautionCaution

   After the finger is released, theAfter the finger is released, the

direction and speed button willdirection and speed button will

reset itself and the truck will stopreset itself and the truck will stop

by brake. So do not loosen theby brake. So do not loosen the

knob when the truck is requested toknob when the truck is requested to

continue driving.continue driving.

Horn button [20]Horn button [20]

The button is located on the front of theThe button is located on the front of the

control handle upper surface. Press down thecontrol handle upper surface. Press down the

button, and the horn sounds.button, and the horn sounds.

Lifting button[21], lowering Lifting button[21], lowering button[22]button[22]

The lifting button and the lowering button areThe lifting button and the lowering button are

located on both side surface of the middlelocated on both side surface of the middle

control handle. Press the lifting button, andcontrol handle. Press the lifting button, and

the forks move up; press the lowering button,the forks move up; press the lowering button,

the forks go down.the forks go down.

When battery power less than 20%, liftingWhen battery power less than 20%, lifting

function will be locked up, at this time shouldfunction will be locked up, at this time should

be recharged as soon as possible.be recharged as soon as possible.  
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1.4.3 Others1.4.3 Others

Hood [4]Hood [4]  

There install main parts as hydraulic unit, main drive unit and There install main parts as hydraulic unit, main drive unit and electric system etc. under the hood.electric system etc. under the hood.

When check or maintan, please take down the protective shield and then open the rear hood.When check or maintan, please take down the protective shield and then open the rear hood.  

Fork [8]Fork [8]

Forks can be lifted or lowered to fetch goods. Because of four-bar mechanism, forks assembly willForks can be lifted or lowered to fetch goods. Because of four-bar mechanism, forks assembly will

move horizontally a distance when forks lift or lower.move horizontally a distance when forks lift or lower.

CAUTIONCAUTION

   It is forbidden to put hands, feet or any part of the body between lift assy and truckIt is forbidden to put hands, feet or any part of the body between lift assy and truck

frame when lifting or lowering.frame when lifting or lowering.

Load wheel [9]Load wheel [9]

There is one load wheel under each front outrigger to ensure longitudinal stability.There is one load wheel under each front outrigger to ensure longitudinal stability.

Check the load wheel to find if there is disrepair or abnormal wear according to necessity. If there isCheck the load wheel to find if there is disrepair or abnormal wear according to necessity. If there is

disrepair on the load wheel or its inner bearing, suspend the truck off the ground or jack the frontdisrepair on the load wheel or its inner bearing, suspend the truck off the ground or jack the front

outrigger off the ground, replace the worn load wheel or the worn bearing, and renew sufficientoutrigger off the ground, replace the worn load wheel or the worn bearing, and renew sufficient

multi-purpose grease on the bearing.multi-purpose grease on the bearing.

Battery cover [10]Battery cover [10]

There is a handle in the There is a handle in the front of the battery cover, and you can front of the battery cover, and you can open the battery cover by pushingopen the battery cover by pushing

this handle.this handle.

When check battery, take out the plug, charge or replace the battery, you can easily open theWhen check battery, take out the plug, charge or replace the battery, you can easily open the

battery cover.battery cover.

CAUTIONCAUTION

   When closing the When closing the battery coverbattery cover, protect , protect your fingers from being your fingers from being clamped.clamped.

PedalPedal（（Only for stand-on typeOnly for stand-on type））[13][13]  

This pedal can be folded so that you can put down the pedal and stand on it when operating theThis pedal can be folded so that you can put down the pedal and stand on it when operating the

truck for a long distance. When transporting at a narrow space, folding the pedal, stand on ground totruck for a long distance. When transporting at a narrow space, folding the pedal, stand on ground to

operate the truck.operate the truck.
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Fence [14] (optional)Fence [14] (optional)

In order to further enhance the security of standing drive forklift, prevent the operator body out ofIn order to further enhance the security of standing drive forklift, prevent the operator body out of

balance was thrown, the user can optional fence.When open or put fence, need to first filed abalance was thrown, the user can optional fence.When open or put fence, need to first filed a

guardrail slightly upward, then rotate to guardrail slightly upward, then rotate to open or folded up open or folded up barriers.barriers.
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1.5 1.5 Standard Standard technical technical datadata

The following technical data are all standard data. Our company reserves the right of alterationThe following technical data are all standard data. Our company reserves the right of alteration

and extension.and extension.

   C   C
   h   h
  a  a
  r  r  a  a  c  c
   t   t  e  e
  r  r   i   i
  s  s   t   t
   i   i  c  c
  s  s

Model Model CBD20-AEC1 CBD20-AEC1 CBD20-AEC1SCBD20-AEC1S

Operator Operator type type Pedestrian Pedestrian Stand-onStand-on

Load Load capacity capacity Q Q (kg) (kg) 2000 2000 20002000

Load Load center center c(mm) c(mm) 600 600 600600

Wheelbase Wheelbase y(mm) y(mm) 1415 1415 14151415

WeightWeight Service Service weight weight with with battery battery kg kg 490 490 540540

   W   W
   h   h
  e  e
  e  e
   l   l  s  s

  

   T   T
  y  y
  r  r  e  e
  s  s

Tyre Tyre type type PU PU PUPU

Tyre Tyre size/Quantsize/Quantity,operator ity,operator side side mmmm Φ250×80/1Φ250×80/1   Φ250×80/1Φ250×80/1  

Tyre Tyre size/Quantsize/Quantity,load ity,load side side mmmm Φ85×70/4Φ85×70/4   Φ85×70/4Φ85×70/4  

 Auxiliary wheel  Auxiliary wheel size/Quantity size/Quantity mmmm Φ100×40/2Φ100×40/2   Φ100×40/2Φ100×40/2  

Tread, Tread, operator operator side side b10(mm) b10(mm) 530 530 530530

Tread, load sideTread, load side   b11(mm) b11(mm) 370 370 370370

   D   D
   i   i  m  m
  e  e
  n  n
  s  s
   i   i  o  o
  n  n
  s  s

Lift Lift height height h3(mm)h3(mm) 125 125125 125

Fork Fork height, height, lowered lowered h13(mm) h13(mm) 85 85 8585

Overall Overall length(fold length(fold the the pedal) pedal) L1(mm) L1(mm) 1770 1770 18201820

Overall Overall length(unfold length(unfold the the pedal) pedal) L1(mm) L1(mm) // 22522252

Overall Overall width width b1(mm) b1(mm) 750 750 750750

Fork Fork size size s/e/L(mm)s/e/L(mm) 64×170×1150 64×170×115064×170×1150 64×170×1150  

Outside Outside fork fork width width b5(mm)b5(mm) 540/680 540/680540/680 540/680  

Ground Ground clearance, clearance, center center of of wheelbase, wheelbase, min min m2(mm) m2(mm) 25 25 2525

Min, Min, right right angle angle stacking stacking aisle aisle width1000×1width1000×1200 200 across across forks forks Ast(mm)Ast(mm) 19801980 20402040

Min, Min, ringht ringht angle angle stacking stacking aisle aisle width width 800×1200 800×1200 across across forks forks Ast(mm)Ast(mm) 20302030 20902090

Outer Outer turning turning radius, radius, min min Wa(mm)Wa(mm) 16101610 16701670

   P   P
  e  e
  r  r   f   f
  o  o
  r  r  m  m
  a  a
  n  n
  c  c
  e  e

Travel Travel speed, speed, laden/unladen laden/unladen km/h 5.0/5km/h 5.0/5.0 .0 5.0/5.05.0/5.0

Lift Lift speed, speed, laden/unladen laden/unladen mm/s mm/s 30/45 30/45 30/4530/45

Lowering Lowering speed, speed, laden/unladen laden/unladen mm/s mm/s 50/50/3535   50/50/3535  

Max Max GradeabilityGradeability, , laden/unladen laden/unladen % % 6/15 6/15 6/156/15

   M   M
  o  o
   t   t  o  o
  r  r  
   B   B
  a  a
   t   t   t   t  e  e
  r  r  y  y

Drive Drive motor motor power power kW kW 1.1 1.1 1.11.1

Lift Lift motor motor power power kW kW 0.8 0.8 0.80.8

Battery Battery voltage, voltage, rated rated capacity capacity V/Ah V/Ah 24/165 24/165 24/16524/165

Optional Optional battey battey voltage, voltage, rated rated capacity capacity V/AhV/Ah 24/21024/210～～240 24/210240 24/210～～240240

Controller modeController mode Curtis Curtis AC AC Curtis Curtis ACAC  
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1.6 1.6 Product Product plates plates and and warning warning labels labels locationlocation

Plates and labels, such as nameplate, load curve plate, warning labels must be legible, ifPlates and labels, such as nameplate, load curve plate, warning labels must be legible, if

identification is unclear, and must be replaced.identification is unclear, and must be replaced.

The figure below shows The figure below shows the approximate location of the the approximate location of the various identity resides. Before operatingvarious identity resides. Before operating

the truck, the truck, please understaplease understand the meaning of nd the meaning of the various identities.the various identities.  

VV

kWkW

mmmm

kgkg

kgkg

kgkg

kgkg

ELECTRIC PALLET TRUCKELECTRIC PALLET TRUCK

MODEL-TYPEMODEL-TYPE

SERIALNO.SERIALNO.

LOADCENTERLOADCENTER

BATTERY VOLTAGEBATTERY VOLTAGE

RATED DRIVE POWERRATED DRIVE POWER

YEAROF YEAROF MANUFACTMANUFACTUREURE

RATED CAPACITYRATED CAPACITY

WEIGHT WEIGHT WITHOUTBATTERWITHOUTBATTERYY

MAX.ALLOWABLE MAX.ALLOWABLE BATTERYBATTERY WEIGHTWEIGHT

MIN.ALLOWABLE MIN.ALLOWABLE BATTERYBATTERY WEIGHTWEIGHT

Add: Lin'an Economic Development Zone,Zhejiang,China License No.：TS2510002-2016Add: Lin'an Economic Development Zone,Zhejiang,China License No.：TS2510002-2016

HANGCHA GROUP CO.,LTD.HANGCHA GROUP CO.,LTD.

WARNINGWARNING
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Item DescriptionItem Description

2525
Nameplate:Nameplate: The rated capacity on theThe rated capacity on the nameplatenameplate  is the max. load capacity by the  is the max. load capacity by the
label listed equipment. Any change to the forklift or other equipment may change ratedlabel listed equipment. Any change to the forklift or other equipment may change rated
capacity.capacity.

2626 ManufactureManufacturer’s r’s logologo  

2727 Hoist label: Strap points for crane lifting.Hoist label: Strap points for crane lifting.  

2828 Hazard label: Risk of Hazard label: Risk of trapping when cylinder extended.trapping when cylinder extended.  

2929
Emergency stop labelEmergency stop label: press this button when in emergency, thus the truck power is: press this button when in emergency, thus the truck power is
off.off.

3030 Key switchKey switch：：“OFF”position is off “OFF”position is off ，，“ON”position is on.“ON”position is on.  

3131 Hydraulic oil label: Add hydraulic oil.Hydraulic oil label: Add hydraulic oil.  

32 32 Series Series tonnage tonnage label: label: A A series series 2.0 2.0 TT
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2 2 Safety Safety RulesRules

1)1) Only trained and authorized operatorOnly trained and authorized operator

shall be permitted to operate the forklift.shall be permitted to operate the forklift.

2)2) Operator must wear helmet, workingOperator must wear helmet, working

shoes and uniformshoes and uniform

3)3) It is not allowed to reconfigure the truckIt is not allowed to reconfigure the truck

without manufacturer’s permissionwithout manufacturer’s permission..

4)4) Do not work in flammable andDo not work in flammable and

combustible combustible environmeenvironment.nt.

5)5) Check the oil, fluid leakage, deformation,Check the oil, fluid leakage, deformation,

flexibility in certain time. If neglected,flexibility in certain time. If neglected,

service life of forklift will be shorter and inservice life of forklift will be shorter and in

serious condition there will be serious condition there will be accident.accident.

––   Make sure change the “safety parts”Make sure change the “safety parts”

during the schedule maintenance.during the schedule maintenance.

––   Wipe off the oil, grease or water on theWipe off the oil, grease or water on the

soleplate, foot pedal and control stick.soleplate, foot pedal and control stick.

––   No smoking or any spark, smoke near theNo smoking or any spark, smoke near the

battery when checking.battery when checking.

––   Be careful of scald when checking motorBe careful of scald when checking motor

and controller.and controller.

6)6) The controller equips with energyThe controller equips with energy

accumulator, do not touch between B+accumulator, do not touch between B+

and B- to avoid electric injury. If you needand B- to avoid electric injury. If you need

check or clean the controller, connectcheck or clean the controller, connect

load(like load(like contactor contactor coil coil or or horn) horn) betweenbetween

controller B+ and B- to discharge thecontroller B+ and B- to discharge the

controller capacity.controller capacity.

7)7) Whenever you find the forklift abnormal,Whenever you find the forklift abnormal,

stop the truck, put on the DANGEROUSstop the truck, put on the DANGEROUS

or FAULT sign to the truck, remove theor FAULT sign to the truck, remove the

key, and report to the managing person.key, and report to the managing person.

Only after eliminating the fault can youOnly after eliminating the fault can you

use the truck.use the truck.

––   If there occurs to fault, battery electrolyte,If there occurs to fault, battery electrolyte,

hydraulic oil or brake fluid leakage whenhydraulic oil or brake fluid leakage when

lifting loads, going up and down lifting loads, going up and down the slope,the slope,

please organize staff to repair.please organize staff to repair.

8)8) Internal battery may generate explosiveInternal battery may generate explosive

gas, it’s prohibited any flame close thegas, it’s prohibited any flame close the

battery. Never allow the tools close twobattery. Never allow the tools close two

poles of the battery to avoid spark orpoles of the battery to avoid spark or

short circuit.short circuit.

9)9) The work ground of forklift shall be solidThe work ground of forklift shall be solid

and smooth concrete surface or similarand smooth concrete surface or similar

ones. Pre-check the ground condition ofones. Pre-check the ground condition of

working site. Tidy the working site, cleanworking site. Tidy the working site, clean

obstacle, sweep macadam, muddy sandobstacle, sweep macadam, muddy sand

and wipe off greasy dirt.and wipe off greasy dirt.

10)10) Do not overload. Before operation, firstDo not overload. Before operation, first

know the curve chart on the load curveknow the curve chart on the load curve
plate well, which indicates the relationplate well, which indicates the relation
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between rated load and load center.between rated load and load center.

11)11) Before start, press the horn and makeBefore start, press the horn and make

sure no people around.sure no people around.

12)12) Goods are not allowed to deviate the forkGoods are not allowed to deviate the fork

center, when goods is deviating the forkcenter, when goods is deviating the fork

center, turn or pass uneven road, you arecenter, turn or pass uneven road, you are

easily to fall. Meanwhile, possibility ofeasily to fall. Meanwhile, possibility of

turnover will increase.turnover will increase.

13)13)  Avoid sud Avoid sudden drive, stoden drive, stop or turn.p or turn.

14)14) Do not drive the truck when the forks inDo not drive the truck when the forks in

high position.high position.

15)15) When handling bulky loads, which restrictWhen handling bulky loads, which restrict

your vision, please operate the machineyour vision, please operate the machine

in reverse or have a in reverse or have a guide.guide.

16)16) Cause the wheels of pallet truck is small,Cause the wheels of pallet truck is small,

it is not allowed to run on the street, andit is not allowed to run on the street, and

only for driving in specified stackingonly for driving in specified stacking

place.place.

17)17) It’s forbidden to put the head, hand, footIt’s forbidden to put the head, hand, foot

or body under the forks. Never stand onor body under the forks. Never stand on

the fork.the fork.

18)18) It’s forbidden to put the head, hand, footIt’s forbidden to put the head, hand, foot

or body into the space between theor body into the space between the

chassis and lifting component, oncechassis and lifting component, once

clipped, it is dangerous to your life. It’sclipped, it is dangerous to your life. It’s

forbidden to put the head, hand, foot orforbidden to put the head, hand, foot or

body into the space between fork and linkbody into the space between fork and link

mechanism.mechanism.

19)19) Make the loads in front when climbing theMake the loads in front when climbing the

slope. It’s prohibiteslope. It’s prohibited to turn on the slope,d to turn on the slope,

or there’s danger of tipping over. Avoidor there’s danger of tipping over. Avoid

working on the slope.working on the slope.

20)20) Do not use truck under the weather ofDo not use truck under the weather of

sand, snow, thunder, storm, typhoon, etc.sand, snow, thunder, storm, typhoon, etc.

 Avoid  Avoid using using the the truck truck when when the the windwind

speed is larger than 5m/s.speed is larger than 5m/s.

––   The weather condition: temperature:The weather condition: temperature:

-5-5℃～℃～4040℃℃, wind speed: less than 5m/s;, wind speed: less than 5m/s;

air relative humidity: less than 90%air relative humidity: less than 90%（（2020℃）℃）..

 Altitude sho Altitude should not exceeuld not exceed 2000m.d 2000m.

21) After power off, brake works and the21) After power off, brake works and the．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．

truck can not truck can not be towed(dragged)be towed(dragged)．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．

22) As to stand22) As to stand．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．--．．on truck, stand on firmlyon truck, stand on firmly．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．

and hold the handle tightand hold the handle tight．．．．．． ．．．．．．．．．．．．．． ．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．ly. Whenly. When．．．．．． ．．．．．．．．

turning, the speed should be lowerturning, the speed should be lower．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．

than 3km/hthan 3km/h．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．

23)23) There’s warning and operation method onThere’s warning and operation method on

truck label. Please obey the requirementtruck label. Please obey the requirement

in this manual and the truck label whenin this manual and the truck label when

operation. Check label, identification plate,operation. Check label, identification plate,

replace damaged or fallen ones.replace damaged or fallen ones.

24)24) Fire extinguisher shall be equipped at theFire extinguisher shall be equipped at the

work site. Users can choose truckwork site. Users can choose truck

equipped with fire extinguisher. Driverequipped with fire extinguisher. Driver

and manger should be familiar with theand manger should be familiar with the

fire extinguisher position and applicationfire extinguisher position and application

method.method.
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25)25) Use tray when carrying small items, doUse tray when carrying small items, do

not place on the fork directlynot place on the fork directly

26)26) Do wash the inner of the truck, do notDo wash the inner of the truck, do not

place the truck outdoors and exposed toplace the truck outdoors and exposed to

the rain.the rain.

27)27) Before dismantle or repair the truck, takeBefore dismantle or repair the truck, take

down the battery plug firstly.down the battery plug firstly.

28)28) Only in the event that the truckOnly in the event that the truck

manufacturer is no longer in business andmanufacturer is no longer in business and

there is no successor in the interest to there is no successor in the interest to thethe

business, may the user arrange for abusiness, may the user arrange for a

modification or alteration to a poweredmodification or alteration to a powered

industrial truck, provided, however, thatindustrial truck, provided, however, that

the user.the user.

––   arranges for the modification or alterationarranges for the modification or alteration

to be designed, tested and implementedto be designed, tested and implemented

by an engineer(s) expert in industrialby an engineer(s) expert in industrial

trucks and their safety,trucks and their safety,

––   maintains a permanent record of themaintains a permanent record of the

design, test(s) and implementation of thedesign, test(s) and implementation of the

modification or modification or alteration,alteration,
––   approves and makes appropriateapproves and makes appropriate

changes to the capacity plate(s), decals,changes to the capacity plate(s), decals,

tags and instruction handbook, andtags and instruction handbook, and

––   affixes a permanent and readily visibleaffixes a permanent and readily visible

label to the truck stating the manner inlabel to the truck stating the manner in

which the truck has been modified orwhich the truck has been modified or

altered, together with the date of thealtered, together with the date of the

modification or alteration and the namemodification or alteration and the name

and address of the organization thatand address of the organization that

accomplished those tasks.accomplished those tasks.
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3 Transport3 Transport

The forklift truck is designed for short-distance lifting,lowering and transporting load units, notThe forklift truck is designed for short-distance lifting,lowering and transporting load units, not

suitable for long-distance travel.suitable for long-distance travel. If needed, the forklift truck must be transported by using lifting If needed, the forklift truck must be transported by using lifting

device or platform to place on truck or trailer.device or platform to place on truck or trailer.

3.1 3.1 Lifting Lifting by by cranecrane

WARNINGWARNING  

   Only use lifting gear Only use lifting gear with sufficient capacity (for truck weight with sufficient capacity (for truck weight see truck nameplate).see truck nameplate).

   Do not stay under the truck when Do not stay under the truck when hoisting the truck.hoisting the truck.

   When hoisting or laying down, it should be stable and slow to avoid collision orWhen hoisting or laying down, it should be stable and slow to avoid collision or

accident.accident.

Procedure:Procedure:

––   Park the truck securelyPark the truck securely..

––   Secure the lifting slings to the strap point, and prevent them from slipping. Crane slingsSecure the lifting slings to the strap point, and prevent them from slipping. Crane slings

should be fastened in such a way that they do not come into contact with any attachmentsshould be fastened in such a way that they do not come into contact with any attachments

when lifting.when lifting.
––   Load the truck and park it Load the truck and park it securely at its destination.securely at its destination.
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3.2 3.2 Securing Securing the the truck truck during during transporttransport  

Correctly fix the forklift truck Correctly fix the forklift truck to avoid move when using truck to avoid move when using truck or traileror trailer..

Procedure:Procedure:  

––   Park the truck securelyPark the truck securely..

––   Sling the tensioning belt around the truck and attach it to Sling the tensioning belt around the truck and attach it to the fastening rings of thethe fastening rings of the

transporting vehicle.transporting vehicle.

––   Use wedges to prevent the truck Use wedges to prevent the truck from moving.from moving.

––   Tighten the tensioning belt with the tensioner.Tighten the tensioning belt with the tensioner.

WARNINGWARNING
   The truck or The truck or trailer must have fastening rings.trailer must have fastening rings.

   Use wedges to prevent the truck.Use wedges to prevent the truck.

   Only use tension belt or Only use tension belt or fastening belt of good nominal strength.fastening belt of good nominal strength.
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3.3 3.3 How How to to remove remove a a broken broken trucktruck

It’s not allowed to tow the forklift truck on the ground directly when the truck is broken down orIt’s not allowed to tow the forklift truck on the ground directly when the truck is broken down or

damaged since the brake of the truck is closed under normal circumstances. Appropriate vehiclesdamaged since the brake of the truck is closed under normal circumstances. Appropriate vehicles

should be used to remove the broken trucks.should be used to remove the broken trucks.

WARNINGWARNING

   Do not tow the broken trucks on the ground directly, or else the braking systemDo not tow the broken trucks on the ground directly, or else the braking system

would be damaged.would be damaged.
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4 Battery4 Battery

4.1 4.1 Attention Attention for for usingusing

batterybattery

1) 1) No No firingfiring

Explosive gas can be produced in the internalExplosive gas can be produced in the internal

of storage battery, smoking, flame and sparkleof storage battery, smoking, flame and sparkle

can easily cause can easily cause storage battery explosion.storage battery explosion.

2) 2) Protection Protection against against electric electric shockshock

CAUTIONCAUTION

·· Storage battery has high voltageStorage battery has high voltage

and energy.and energy.

·· Do not bring short circuit.Do not bring short circuit.

·· Do not approach tools to the twoDo not approach tools to the two

poles of the storage batterypoles of the storage battery，，whichwhich

can cause the sparkle.can cause the sparkle.

3) 3) Correct Correct wire wire connectionconnection

Never allow wrong connect of battery anodeNever allow wrong connect of battery anode

and cathode, otherwise it may cause sparkle,and cathode, otherwise it may cause sparkle,

burning or explosion.burning or explosion.

4) 4) Do Do not not over-dischargeover-discharge

––   Never charge only whenNever charge only when the forklift can’tthe forklift can’t

move, this will shorten move, this will shorten the battery workingthe battery working

hours.hours.

––   When two flasing lights of the powerWhen two flasing lights of the power

indicator flash, please chargeindicator flash, please charge

immediately.immediately.

5) 5) Inspection Inspection for for electrolyelectrolytete

––   It is forbidden to use the truck when theIt is forbidden to use the truck when the

electrolyte is in electrolyte is in shortage.shortage.
––   Inspect electrolyte level every week.Inspect electrolyte level every week.

When electrolyte level is low, you mustWhen electrolyte level is low, you must

add distilled water to add distilled water to the level appointed.the level appointed.

WARNINGWARNING

   The shortage of the electrolyte willThe shortage of the electrolyte will

cause the storage batterycause the storage battery

overheated, even cause the systemoverheated, even cause the system

part of storage battery and electricpart of storage battery and electric

combustion.combustion.

   Vitriol include in the electrolyte canVitriol include in the electrolyte can

create burns, see doctor forcreate burns, see doctor for

emergency treatment quickly ifemergency treatment quickly if

touch it un-carefully.touch it un-carefully.

Splashing to the skin or eyesSplashing to the skin or eyes：：washwash

with water 15~20 minutes;with water 15~20 minutes;

Splashing to the clothesSplashing to the clothes：：take it offtake it off

immediately.immediately.

Careless drinkingCareless drinking：：drink plenty ofdrink plenty of

water and milk.water and milk.

   Wearing glasses, rubber overshoesWearing glasses, rubber overshoes

and rubber glove.and rubber glove.

Keep battery cleanKeep battery clean

Keep dryness and cleanness on the surface ofKeep dryness and cleanness on the surface of

storage battery. The poles for connection arestorage battery. The poles for connection are

also dry and clean. Operator must screwalso dry and clean. Operator must screw

down the vent-cover of storage battery.down the vent-cover of storage battery.

CAUTIONCAUTION
   Do not use dry cloth or fiber clothDo not use dry cloth or fiber cloth

to clean the storage battery, avoidto clean the storage battery, avoid

static to cause the static to cause the explosion.explosion.

   Pull out storage battery plug.Pull out storage battery plug.

   Clean with wet cloth.Clean with wet cloth.

   Wearing glasses, rubber overshoesWearing glasses, rubber overshoes

and rubber glove.and rubber glove.  
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Measures in summerMeasures in summer

In summer, water in the electrolyte is easy toIn summer, water in the electrolyte is easy to

evaporate, therefore, electrolytevaporate, therefore, electrolyte must e must often beoften be

inspected if electrolyte is low, you must addinspected if electrolyte is low, you must add

distilled water to the level appointed.distilled water to the level appointed.

CAUTIONCAUTION

   Do not over fill distilled water. SpiltDo not over fill distilled water. Spilt

electrolyte will cause corrosion andelectrolyte will cause corrosion and

electricity leakage.electricity leakage.

Measures in winterMeasures in winter

––   Keep effective and good surrounding forKeep effective and good surrounding for

charging.charging.

––   When it is cold, pull out the storageWhen it is cold, pull out the storage

battery pin to battery pin to prevent discharging.prevent discharging.

––   Take measures such as covering storageTake measures such as covering storage

battery for warmth.battery for warmth.

––   Don’t park the truck in cold outdoor orDon’t park the truck in cold outdoor or

cold storage for a long cold storage for a long time.time.

––
   Charge in time after work.Charge in time after work.
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4.2 4.2 Dimension/Service Dimension/Service WeightWeight

ItemItem  
CBD20-AEC1CBD20-AEC1

CBD20-AEC1SCBD20-AEC1S

LengthLength（（LL））   mm 650mm 650

WidthWidth（（WW））   mm 201mm 201

HeightHeight（（HH））   mm 570mm 570

 Allowable li Allowable lightest ghtest kg kg 150150

 Allowable Allowable
heaviestheaviest

kg 220kg 220

HH

LL    WW   

WARNINGWARNING

   Battery weight and dimensions have considerable influence on Battery weight and dimensions have considerable influence on operational safety ofoperational safety of

the truck.the truck.

   When installing or replacing battery, be sure When installing or replacing battery, be sure that battery in the fixed position.that battery in the fixed position.
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4.3 4.3 Charging Charging the the batterybattery

Procedure:Procedure:  

––   Drive the truck to Drive the truck to appointeappointed charging place, park the truck and render if d charging place, park the truck and render if safe.safe.

––   Open the battery cover (10).Open the battery cover (10).

––   Remove the battery plug from the truck Remove the battery plug from the truck socket (socket (3838).).

––   Open the fill cap of each battery cell.Open the fill cap of each battery cell.

––   Connect the charging plug (Connect the charging plug (3939) to battery plug () to battery plug (3838).).

––   Start the charging procedure according to the charger operation instructions.Start the charging procedure according to the charger operation instructions.

––   End charging according to the End charging according to the charger operation instructions after the battery fully charger operation instructions after the battery fully charged.charged.

––   Remove the battery plug (Remove the battery plug (3838) from the charger.) from the charger.

––   Close the fill cap of each battery cell.Close the fill cap of each battery cell.

––   Connect the battery plugConnect the battery plug（（3838））with truck socket and cover the with truck socket and cover the battery hood(10).battery hood(10).

 After charg After charging, the truck can ing, the truck can be used.be used.

1010

3838

3939

  

WARNINGWARNING

   Please charge in the well-ventilated and appointed site.Please charge in the well-ventilated and appointed site.

   Mark ‘No smoking’ when charging and prepareMark ‘No smoking’ when charging and prepare extinguisher.extinguisher.
   Before charging, please examine wire and electrical outlet for Before charging, please examine wire and electrical outlet for damage, otherwise dodamage, otherwise do

not charge.not charge.

   Open the hood and storage battery lid Open the hood and storage battery lid to release the explosive gas when charging.to release the explosive gas when charging.

   Never place metal object on the battery.Never place metal object on the battery.

   In the progress of charging, do not pull out power switch and battery plug,In the progress of charging, do not pull out power switch and battery plug,

otherwise it may damage plug and electrical units. Generally press down theotherwise it may damage plug and electrical units. Generally press down the

stopping button firstly, and then take out the plug.stopping button firstly, and then take out the plug.
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Daily chargingDaily charging  

·The storage battery that has been made first·The storage battery that has been made first

charging and used in normal condition, thencharging and used in normal condition, then

charged again, it is named daily charging.charged again, it is named daily charging.  

·Its way is almost same as the first charging.·Its way is almost same as the first charging.

·The recharging volume is 1.2 times than the·The recharging volume is 1.2 times than the

last electric discharging. But the new storagelast electric discharging. But the new storage

battery’s former five times’ charging volumebattery’s former five times’ charging volume

should be 1.5 times than the last electricshould be 1.5 times than the last electric

discharging.discharging.

·During any charge, the temperature of·During any charge, the temperature of

electrode should not exceed 45electrode should not exceed 45
00
C, otherwiseC, otherwise

it should be taken measures such as it should be taken measures such as reducingreducing

artificially charging current or lowing theartificially charging current or lowing the

temperature. If the temperature still does nottemperature. If the temperature still does not

drop, you should stop charging till thedrop, you should stop charging till the

temperature drops down.temperature drops down.

 Adopt  Adopt intelligent intelligent charging to charging to do do daily daily charge,charge,

the former five times of the former five times of new battery should donew battery should do

equalizing charging according to operationequalizing charging according to operation

instructions of instructions of intelligent chargerintelligent charger..  

Equalizing chargingEqualizing charging

·During using of the storage battery, it often·During using of the storage battery, it often

occurs to occurs to disequilibdisequilibrium among the voltage,rium among the voltage,

density and capacity.density and capacity.

·Compared to most of the batteries,·Compared to most of the batteries,

several storage batteryseveral storage battery’s proportion of’s proportion of

voltage and electrolyte rises slowly duringvoltage and electrolyte rises slowly during

the course of charge and discharge, itsthe course of charge and discharge, its

storage battery’s proportion of voltage andstorage battery’s proportion of voltage and

electrolyte declines faster than most ofelectrolyte declines faster than most of

other batteries.other batteries.

·Make equalizing charging in the following·Make equalizing charging in the following

casecase：：  

a. a. discharge discharge voltage voltage often often drop drop downdown

final voltage;final voltage;

b. b. discharge discharge current current is is often often larger;larger;
c. c. not not charge charge in in time time after after dischargedischarge;;

d. d. the the electrolyte electrolyte is is mixed mixed with with impurityimpurity

with a little harm;with a little harm;

e. e. It It often often be be charged charged deficient deficient or or hashas

not been used for a long time;not been used for a long time;

f. f. After After taking taking out out the the storage storage batterybattery

group for checking or cleaninggroup for checking or cleaning

settling.settling.

The way of equalizing chargingThe way of equalizing charging：：  

(PCA Automatic Charger Ooperation(PCA Automatic Charger Ooperation

InstructionInstruction））  

①①Firstly, charge the storage batteryFirstly, charge the storage battery

normally, and then rest for 1 hour afternormally, and then rest for 1 hour after

the end of charge.the end of charge.

②②Charge it again with the second phaseCharge it again with the second phase

current of normally charge until thecurrent of normally charge until the

electrolyte gives off a large number ofelectrolyte gives off a large number of
bubbles, then stop charging for 1 hour.bubbles, then stop charging for 1 hour.

③③Do it several times as mentioned aboveDo it several times as mentioned above

until the voltage and the density keepuntil the voltage and the density keep

invariable and the storage battery givesinvariable and the storage battery gives

off a large number of bubblesoff a large number of bubbles

immediately when charge again.immediately when charge again.

Additional chargeAdditional charge

·· If one day’s wIf one day’s work cannot be fulfilled in oneork cannot be fulfilled in one

charge, carry out charge, carry out additional charge duringadditional charge during

breaks.breaks.

·· When the temperature of circumstance isWhen the temperature of circumstance is

low, carry out additional charge.low, carry out additional charge.

Charge for long-term storageCharge for long-term storage

·Carry out equalizing charging before storing.·Carry out equalizing charging before storing.

·Carry out equalizing charging once every 15·Carry out equalizing charging once every 15

to 30 days during the storage period.to 30 days during the storage period.

The proportion and level of The proportion and level of electrolyteelectrolyte

WARNINGWARNING

   If the If the level level of thof the e electrolyte electrolyte is lois low,w,

using the storage battery will causeusing the storage battery will cause

the storage battery over-heat andthe storage battery over-heat and
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shorten the storage battery’s life.shorten the storage battery’s life.  

11．． Inspect electrolyte Inspect electrolyte

The storage battery without a dobberThe storage battery without a dobber

It is proper to pour the electrolyte 15-20mmIt is proper to pour the electrolyte 15-20mm

above the electrode plate.above the electrode plate.

The storage battery with a dobberThe storage battery with a dobber

 According  According to to the the dobber dobber of of the the ventilationventilation

cover, read the level position of thecover, read the level position of the

electrolyte.electrolyte.

22．．   Replenish Replenish the the distilled distilled waterwater

·Wear the blinkers, rubber shoes and·Wear the blinkers, rubber shoes and
rubber glove.rubber glove.

①①Use the measuring cylinder to take outUse the measuring cylinder to take out

the distilled water with a certain quantity.the distilled water with a certain quantity.

②②   Open the battery ventilaOpen the battery ventilation cover or filltion cover or fill

cap.cap.

③③Imbibe distilled water with injector andImbibe distilled water with injector and

then supply it into then supply it into the storage battery.the storage battery.

The storage battery with a dobberThe storage battery with a dobber

When the red dobber rises, the white lineWhen the red dobber rises, the white line

appears, please stop replenishing.appears, please stop replenishing.

The storage battery without a dobber The storage battery without a dobber   

When the electrolyte is above 15-20mm of theWhen the electrolyte is above 15-20mm of the

electrode plate, stop electrode plate, stop replenishinreplenishingg

④④ After  After replenishreplenishing ing the the distilled distilled waterwater, , closeclose

the ventilation cover and box cap.the ventilation cover and box cap.

⑤⑤Use the damp cloth to clean the surface ofUse the damp cloth to clean the surface of

storage battery cell.storage battery cell.

WARNINGWARNING
   It is not permitted to exceed theIt is not permitted to exceed the

appointed top level whenappointed top level when

replenishing the distilled water.replenishing the distilled water.

Adding too much will result inAdding too much will result in

leakage of electrolyte, and it willleakage of electrolyte, and it will

damage the truck when charging ordamage the truck when charging or

discharging.discharging.

   Draw it out with injector if addingDraw it out with injector if adding

too much.too much.

33．．   Reading Reading the the specific specific gravitygravity
11））The specific gravity of the electrolyte willThe specific gravity of the electrolyte will
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change as the temperature changes.change as the temperature changes.

①①  Use thermometer to measure the  Use thermometer to measure the

temperature for electrolyte.temperature for electrolyte.

②② Put the straw of densimeter into electrolyte Put the straw of densimeter into electrolyte

uprightly, extrude rubber tube with hand anduprightly, extrude rubber tube with hand and

the electrolyte will be sucked into the glassesthe electrolyte will be sucked into the glasses

tube and then the floater of tube and then the floater of the densimeter willthe densimeter will

float.float.

③③Numerate the reading of the Numerate the reading of the densimeter.densimeter.

CautionCaution：：The dobber of densimeter must The dobber of densimeter must riserise

uprightly without depending on the glass uprightly without depending on the glass pipe.pipe.

22）） Measuring the proportion Measuring the proportion
Use gravimeter to calculate the electrolyteUse gravimeter to calculate the electrolyte

proportion.proportion.

33）） Co Conversion of nversion of the specific gravitythe specific gravity

The specific gravity at the standardThe specific gravity at the standard

temperature of 30temperature of 30
00
C should be converted asC should be converted as

follow:follow:

D30= Dt + 0.0007( t - 30 )D30= Dt + 0.0007( t - 30 )

Therein toTherein to ：：D30D30 ————the specific gravity atthe specific gravity at

the standard temperature of 30the standard temperature of 30
00
CC

DtDt ————the specific gravity at thethe specific gravity at the

temperature of t0C.temperature of t0C.

tt ———— the temperature of the  the temperature of the distilleddistilled

water during convert.water during convert.

·The specific gravity referred in this book is·The specific gravity referred in this book is

measured all at the temperature of 30measured all at the temperature of 30℃。℃。  

Charger Charger ：：  

Storage battery of this truck equips with PCAStorage battery of this truck equips with PCA

 Automatic Char Automatic Charger Operatger Operation Instruction.ion Instruction.

11．．  The charger is automatic high  The charger is automatic high

frequency charger. The capacity voltage isfrequency charger. The capacity voltage is

220V AC. The input current is not less220V AC. The input current is not less

than 15A. The output voltage is DC 36V.than 15A. The output voltage is DC 36V.

Maximum charge current is 35A. The totalMaximum charge current is 35A. The total

charge procedure is automatical. For charge procedure is automatical. For moremore

information please refer to chargerinformation please refer to charger

manual.manual.

22．．   Connection Connection with with earth earth wire wire for for using.using.

33．．   ReplacemeReplacement nt fuse, fuse, first first plug plug out out thethe

plug.plug.

44．．  Non-  Non-specialized person can’t open thespecialized person can’t open the

hood to check or repair.hood to check or repair.

55．．   Do Do not not rebuild rebuild or or disassembly disassembly charger charger 。。

66．．   Prevent Prevent charger overheat charger overheat in in highhigh

temperature seasons, that will hurt charger,temperature seasons, that will hurt charger,

if necessary can pause charge.if necessary can pause charge.

If you don’t want use automatic option, youIf you don’t want use automatic option, you

should adjust the charge current, chargeshould adjust the charge current, charge

voltage, charge time and etc. manually. Andvoltage, charge time and etc. manually. And

you should measure the specific gravity ofyou should measure the specific gravity of

electrolyte on time to assure the battery canelectrolyte on time to assure the battery can

be charge at best state. To adjust thebe charge at best state. To adjust the

parameter of charger, please see the followingparameter of charger, please see the following

battery charging.battery charging.
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4.4 4.4 Replacing Replacing the the batterybattery

Procedure:Procedure:  

––   Park the forklift in a Park the forklift in a safety place as required.safety place as required.

––   Open the battery cover(10).Open the battery cover(10).

––   Pull the battery plug (38) from Pull the battery plug (38) from the forklift socket. Put the plug the forklift socket. Put the plug and cables into the battery boxand cables into the battery box

(37). (37). Do Do not scratch not scratch the cables the cables when when taking out taking out the the battery.battery.

––   Remove the grub screw (40) and fixed block Remove the grub screw (40) and fixed block (41).(41).

––   Connect the lifting device with the two Connect the lifting device with the two lifting holes of the battery box (37) lifting holes of the battery box (37) and fasten them.and fasten them.

––   Pull the battery out of the box vertically by using of a crane.Pull the battery out of the box vertically by using of a crane.

––   Install the battery in the reverse sequences. Pay attention to the loading position of theInstall the battery in the reverse sequences. Pay attention to the loading position of the

battery and the wiring. Make sure they battery and the wiring. Make sure they are correct.are correct.

3838

4141
4040

1010

3737

  

WARNINGWARNING

   Battery box is very heavy, be careful to avoid damage.Battery box is very heavy, be careful to avoid damage.

   Make sure the lifting capacity of the crane is larger Make sure the lifting capacity of the crane is larger than battery weight.than battery weight.

   Disposal to the Disposal to the waste battery should accord with local waste battery should accord with local environment regulation.environment regulation.

   When replacing the battery, ensure that a battery of the same specification,When replacing the battery, ensure that a battery of the same specification,

dimension and weight is fitted.dimension and weight is fitted.
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5 5 TTruck ruck breaking-inbreaking-in

We recommended operating the truck under light load conditions for the first stage of operation toWe recommended operating the truck under light load conditions for the first stage of operation to

get the most from it. Especially the requirements given below should be observed while the truckget the most from it. Especially the requirements given below should be observed while the truck

is in a stage of 100 hours of operationis in a stage of 100 hours of operation：：  

––    Avoid the n Avoid the new battery ovew battery over discharginer discharging in early peg in early period.riod.

––
   Perform specified preventive maintenance services completely.Perform specified preventive maintenance services completely.

––    Avoid sud Avoid sudden stop, starden stop, start or turn.t or turn.

––   Limited load is 70Limited load is 70～～80% of the rated load.80% of the rated load.

––   Often check and fasten the fasteners of Often check and fasten the fasteners of each joint part.each joint part.

––    After the brea After the break-in ends, rek-in ends, replace hydrauplace hydraulic oil.lic oil.
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6 Operation6 Operation

6.1 6.1 Check Check before before operationoperation

In order for the safety truck operation andIn order for the safety truck operation and

keep the truck in good condition, beforekeep the truck in good condition, before

starting the truck, you must check it carefully.starting the truck, you must check it carefully.

1) 1) Oil Oil leak leak and and liquid liquid leak leak checkcheck

Check the truck for hydraulic oil, gear oil orCheck the truck for hydraulic oil, gear oil or

electrolyte leak.electrolyte leak.  

2) 2) Fork Fork checkcheck

Check the fork and see whether bending orCheck the fork and see whether bending or

crazed.crazed.

3) 3) Front/rear Front/rear wheel wheel and balaand balance nce wheelwheel

checkcheck

Check the wheel and see whether there is anyCheck the wheel and see whether there is any

crazed, damaged, or abnormal wearing.crazed, damaged, or abnormal wearing.

Check the wheel fastners for looseness.Check the wheel fastners for looseness.
Inspect whether there is rope on the Inspect whether there is rope on the wheel.wheel.

4) 4) Check Check front front fork fork andand linkagelinkage  

mechanismmechanism

Check the fork andCheck the fork and linkagelinkage  mechanism, see  mechanism, see

whether bending or crazed.whether bending or crazed.

Whether appear interfere when move,Whether appear interfere when move,

movement point wear whether severe.movement point wear whether severe.

5) 5) Hydraulic Hydraulic oil oil checkcheck

Open the hoodOpen the hood

Loosen the hydraulic oil filler cap, pull outLoosen the hydraulic oil filler cap, pull out
dipstick, and check if the oil level within thedipstick, and check if the oil level within the

scales. Add oil when scales. Add oil when insufficieinsufficient.nt.

Close the hood, and open the battery cover Close the hood, and open the battery cover   

6) 6) Battery Battery checkcheck

Check the battery cover board. See whetherCheck the battery cover board. See whether

the battery fixed the battery fixed reliable.reliable.

Check proportion of electrolyte. Refer toCheck proportion of electrolyte. Refer to

“battery” section.“battery” section.  

Check the terminal for loose or damage.Check the terminal for loose or damage.

Otherwise it will be adjust or Otherwise it will be adjust or replace.replace.

Plug in and turn on the key switch.Plug in and turn on the key switch.

7) 7) Instrument Instrument display display checkcheck

Refer to Refer to instrument part.instrument part.
8) 8) Lifting Lifting and and lowering lowering buttonbutton

Press the lifting button and check the forkPress the lifting button and check the fork

lifting condition. Press the lowering button,lifting condition. Press the lowering button,

check the fork lowering condition. Check if thecheck the fork lowering condition. Check if the

lifting system has lifting system has abnormal sound.abnormal sound.  

9) 9) Forward Forward and and reverse reverse runningrunning

conditioncondition

Tilt the handle to some degree, graduallyTilt the handle to some degree, gradually

press the accelerator button to the outside ofpress the accelerator button to the outside of

the body with thumb, and inspect the forwardthe body with thumb, and inspect the forward

running condition; gradually press therunning condition; gradually press the

accelerator button to the inside of the bodyaccelerator button to the inside of the body

with thumb, and inspect the reverse runningwith thumb, and inspect the reverse running

condition.condition.

10) 10) Brake Brake systemsystem

When the truck run forward or backward, pushWhen the truck run forward or backward, push

the handle to vertical position or press to levelthe handle to vertical position or press to level

position to check the brake condition.position to check the brake condition.

11) 11) Steering Steering systemsystem

Left or right turn the handle to make the truckLeft or right turn the handle to make the truck

run around 3 turns, and then check if therun around 3 turns, and then check if the

steering system is steering system is normal.normal.
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12) Horn12) Horn

Press the horn button to Press the horn button to check sound.check sound.

13) Appearance13) Appearance

Check the truck appearance for clean, rust orCheck the truck appearance for clean, rust or

paint spalling.paint spalling.

14) Others14) Others

Check whether there is any abnormal noise,Check whether there is any abnormal noise,

whether wiring is regular or fastner loosenswhether wiring is regular or fastner loosens

etc.etc.
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6.2 6.2 Start Start upup

Procedure:Procedure:  

––   Plug into the plug.Plug into the plug.

––   Turn on the key switchTurn on the key switch（（33））..

––   Pull up the Pull up the emergency disconneemergency disconnect switchct switch（（1212））..

If you need to stand on the peda to operate for the stand-on type truck, you need open the pedalIf you need to stand on the peda to operate for the stand-on type truck, you need open the pedal
and coaming.and coaming.

33

1212

  

CAUTIONCAUTION

   Make sure the work ground is Make sure the work ground is hard enough to support the hard enough to support the truck.truck.

   Be careful to controBe careful to control the truck’s speed.l the truck’s speed.  
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6.3 Travelling6.3 Travelling

Pedestrian-typePedestrian-type

Driver should walk in front of the truck and keep at the side front of the truck when travelling.OneDriver should walk in front of the truck and keep at the side front of the truck when travelling.One

hand holds the handle, and operate travel switch hand holds the handle, and operate travel switch with thumb. Always watch moving direction andwith thumb. Always watch moving direction and

guide truck. Or hold the guide truck. Or hold the handle with both hands and push the truck handle with both hands and push the truck go forward.go forward.

CAUTIONCAUTION

   Operator must wear protective boots.Operator must wear protective boots.

   When enter narrow area as lift, first get When enter narrow area as lift, first get fork go.fork go.

   Keep road clean and wipe greasy dirt, Keep road clean and wipe greasy dirt, water or other easiy causes slipping water or other easiy causes slipping dirtydirty..  

Travelling on the slopeTravelling on the slope：：  

When going uphill and downhill without load, keep the fork to downhill direction; when going uphillWhen going uphill and downhill without load, keep the fork to downhill direction; when going uphill

and downhill with load, keep the fork and downhill with load, keep the fork to uphill direction.to uphill direction.

WARNINGWARNING

   No turn, inclines when going uphill and downhill.No turn, inclines when going uphill and downhill.

   Never park on the slope.Never park on the slope.

   Slow down when going downhill and Slow down when going downhill and ready for braking.ready for braking.

   Travel according to regulated route.Travel according to regulated route.

   The road should keep clean, no slippingThe road should keep clean, no slipping
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FF

B1B1

B2B2

00
   1717

  

Slow downSlow down

––   Slowly loosen the thumb, the direction speed control button will return automatically and theSlowly loosen the thumb, the direction speed control button will return automatically and the

truck slows down.truck slows down.

Stand-on typeStand-on type

––   Start up the truckStart up the truck

––   Open the pedalOpen the pedal

––   Step on the pedalStep on the pedal

––   Swivel the control handle to driving range (F).Swivel the control handle to driving range (F).

––    Adjust the dir Adjust the direction speed ection speed control button (1control button (17) to the desir7) to the desired directioned direction

––   Control truck speed by direction speed control button (17). Speed is controlled by rotating theControl truck speed by direction speed control button (17). Speed is controlled by rotating the

driving switch, and the maximum rotation can get fast speed.driving switch, and the maximum rotation can get fast speed.

Others refer to Others refer to pedestrian-pedestrian-type contents.type contents.
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6.4 Braking6.4 Braking

––   When the thumb off the direction speed control button, pull the handle to braking range (B1 orWhen the thumb off the direction speed control button, pull the handle to braking range (B1 or

B2) position or vertical postion, the truck brakes.B2) position or vertical postion, the truck brakes.

CAUTIONCAUTION

   When release the control handle, the handle swivel into the braking range slowly orWhen release the control handle, the handle swivel into the braking range slowly or

nor enter braking range, do check the reason and eliminate the fault. Replace gasnor enter braking range, do check the reason and eliminate the fault. Replace gas

spring if necessary.spring if necessary.

6.5 Steering6.5 Steering

––   Hold the left and right handle of control handle with both hands, and decline to some degree,Hold the left and right handle of control handle with both hands, and decline to some degree,

move the handle to left or move the handle to left or right to release truck steering.right to release truck steering.

When turn to left, the truck turns left.When turn to left, the truck turns left.

When turn to right, the When turn to right, the truck turns right.truck turns right.

6.6 Stopping6.6 Stopping

––   Release the direction-speed knob. Decrease the speed.Release the direction-speed knob. Decrease the speed.

––   Return the control handle to vertical position.Return the control handle to vertical position.

––   Drop the fork to Drop the fork to the lowest position.the lowest position.

––   Turn off the switch to “OFF” position, press down the emergency disconnect switch, pull outTurn off the switch to “OFF” position, press down the emergency disconnect switch, pull out

the battery plug, and take off the key.the battery plug, and take off the key.

––   Fold up.Fold up.

6.7 Loading6.7 Loading

Procedure:Procedure:  

––   Drive the truck carefully up to the loads.Drive the truck carefully up to the loads.

––    Adjust fork he Adjust fork height to make the ight to make the forks are in the trforks are in the trayay..

––   Raise the loads several centimeters to make sure if Raise the loads several centimeters to make sure if the loads are firm.the loads are firm.
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––   Travel the truck off the area.Travel the truck off the area.

––   Drop the load to lower Drop the load to lower position.position.

6.8 Unloading6.8 Unloading

Procedure:Procedure:  

––    Approach th Approach the deposit aree deposit area.a.

––   Raise the loads to correct height.Raise the loads to correct height.

––   Travel forward, put the load on the unloading positon and then stop.Travel forward, put the load on the unloading positon and then stop.

––   Make sure the load are right above, drop the forks slowly until the forks are out of the load.Make sure the load are right above, drop the forks slowly until the forks are out of the load.

––   Travel backwarTravel backward and make the fd and make the fork out of the ork out of the load.load.

––   Drop down the forks to Drop down the forks to proper position.proper position.
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6.9 Parking6.9 Parking

 After daily w After daily work, park the ork, park the truck according truck according to the followto the following steps.ing steps.

––   Drive the truck to Drive the truck to safe area or appointed area.safe area or appointed area.

––   Fully lower the forks.Fully lower the forks.

––   Turn off the key switch(3), and remove the key.Turn off the key switch(3), and remove the key.

––   Press the emergency stop switch(12).Press the emergency stop switch(12).

––   Fold pedal(13) .Fold pedal(13) .

––   If park for long If park for long time, remove the battery plug.time, remove the battery plug.  

33
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7 7 Deposit Deposit the the trucktruck

7.1 7.1 Deposit Deposit the the truck truck for for long long timetime

––   Fully check the truck, Fully check the truck, especially check the wheel damage.especially check the wheel damage.

––   Check fluid oil and electrolyte for leakage.Check fluid oil and electrolyte for leakage.

––    Apply lubr Apply lubrication grease.ication grease.

––
   Check the joint face of cylinder piston rod for looseness, and if scratch on the piston rodCheck the joint face of cylinder piston rod for looseness, and if scratch on the piston rod

surface. Apsurface. Apply anti-rust oil to piston ply anti-rust oil to piston rod or easily rusty axle.rod or easily rusty axle.

––   Cover the whole truck.Cover the whole truck.

––   Check specific gravity of electrolyte and liquid level once a Check specific gravity of electrolyte and liquid level once a month.month.

––   Do equalizing charge to the battery once a month.Do equalizing charge to the battery once a month.

7.2 7.2 Start Start running running after after deposit deposit for for a a long long timetime

––   Remove rust preventive oil on exposed parts.Remove rust preventive oil on exposed parts.

––   Clean impurity and water of the Clean impurity and water of the hydraulic oil tank.hydraulic oil tank.

––   Recharge battery, fit on truck and connect.Recharge battery, fit on truck and connect.

––
   Carefully check before start. Inspect starting, travelling, slowing down, steering, braking andCarefully check before start. Inspect starting, travelling, slowing down, steering, braking and

parking etc. function.parking etc. function.
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8 Maintenance8 Maintenance

8.1 8.1 Maintenance Maintenance generalgeneral

––   The forklift truck needs inspection and maintenance periodically, to make it in good workingThe forklift truck needs inspection and maintenance periodically, to make it in good working

condition.condition.

––   Inspection and maintenance are usually ignored, you’d better find the problems early andInspection and maintenance are usually ignored, you’d better find the problems early and

solve it in time.solve it in time.

––   Use authentic parts of HUse authentic parts of Hangcha Group.angcha Group.

––   Don’t use different oil when changing or adding oil. Don’t rave about oil and electrolyte usedDon’t use different oil when changing or adding oil. Don’t rave about oil and electrolyte used

at will, and carry on handling according to the local environmental protection laws andat will, and carry on handling according to the local environmental protection laws and

regulations.regulations.

––   Draw up complete maintenance plan.Draw up complete maintenance plan.

––    After you ma After you make maintenake maintenance, younce, you’d better make a ’d better make a record.record.  

––   Forbid to repair the forklift truck if Forbid to repair the forklift truck if you haven’t been trainedyou haven’t been trained..

CAUTIONCAUTION

   No fire.No fire.

    Y You ou should should shut shut off off key switch key switch and puand pull ll off off the the plug plug before service.before service.（（except someexcept some

trouble shootingtrouble shooting））..

   Clean the electric part with compress air, and do not with water.Clean the electric part with compress air, and do not with water.

   Do not stretch your hands, feet or any part of body into the gap between the mastDo not stretch your hands, feet or any part of body into the gap between the mast

and instrument.and instrument.

   When the working environment is severe, maintain in advance.When the working environment is severe, maintain in advance.  
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8.2 8.2 Periodic Periodic maintenance maintenance scheduleschedule

D= work every 8 hours(or per D= work every 8 hours(or per day)day)

W= work every 40 hours(or per week)W= work every 40 hours(or per week)

M= work every166 hours(or per month)M= work every166 hours(or per month)

T= work every 500 hours(or 3 months)T= work every 500 hours(or 3 months)

S= work every 1000hours(or 6 S= work every 1000hours(or 6 months)months)

〇〇   ——Check, revise, adjustCheck, revise, adjust

×× ——ReplaceReplace  
BatteryBattery  

ServiceService

itemitem
Service Service required required TTool ool D D W M W M T T SS

   S   S
   t   t  o  o
  r  r  a  a
  g  g
  e  e
   b   b
  a  a
   t   t   t   t
  e  e
  r  r  y  y

Electrolyte levelElectrolyte level
EyeballiEyeballi
ngng

〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Electrolyte proportionElectrolyte proportion
DensimDensim
etereter

〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Battery quantityBattery quantity 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Terminal loosenessTerminal looseness 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Looseness of connecting wireLooseness of connecting wire 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Cleanness of the battery surfaceCleanness of the battery surface 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

If there are tools on the batteryIf there are tools on the battery 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

The tightness and smoothness ofThe tightness and smoothness of
air capair cap

〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Far away from firingFar away from firing 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

ControllerController

ServiceService

itemitem Service Service required required TTool ool D D W M W M T T SS

   C   C
  o  o
  n  n
   t   t  r  r
  o  o
   l   l   l   l  e  e
  r  r

Check wear condition of connectorCheck wear condition of connector 〇〇   〇〇  

Check the running condition ofCheck the running condition of

contactorcontactor
〇〇   〇〇  

Check interlock inching switch forCheck interlock inching switch for

runningrunning
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Check the connection among motor,Check the connection among motor,

battery and power unitbattery and power unit
〇〇   〇〇  
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MotorMotor

ServiceService

itemitem
Service Service required required TTool ool D D W M W M T T SS

   D   D
   C   C
  m  m  o  o

   t   t  o  o
  r  r

Clean the foreign body on the motorClean the foreign body on the motor 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Clean or replace the bearingClean or replace the bearing 〇〇  

Check the carbon brush andCheck the carbon brush and

commutater commutater for for worn, worn, whether whether springspring

is normalis normal

〇〇   〇〇or×or× 〇〇or×or×

Whether the connection is correct andWhether the connection is correct and

firm.firm.
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Brush carbon powder on shift plateBrush carbon powder on shift plate

and shift device.and shift device.
〇〇   〇〇  

   A   A
   C   C
  m  m
  o  o
   t   t  o  o
  r  r

Clean the foreign body on the motorClean the foreign body on the motor 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Clean or replace the bearingClean or replace the bearing 〇〇  

Check if there is abnormal vibration,Check if there is abnormal vibration,

noise, if pedestal is firm.noise, if pedestal is firm.
〇〇   〇〇or×or× 〇〇or×or×

Whether the connection is correct andWhether the connection is correct and

firm.firm.
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Check if the temperature or current isCheck if the temperature or current is

normal.normal.
〇〇   〇〇  

Driving systemDriving system

ServiceService

itemitem
Service Service required required TTool ool D D W M W M T T SS

   R   R
  e  e
   d   d
  u  u
  c  c
   t   t   i   i
  o  o
  n  n
   b   b
  o  o
  x  x Check for noiseCheck for noise 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Check for oil leakageCheck for oil leakage
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

 Add lubricating grease Add lubricating grease
TwoTwo

yearsyears

   S   S
   t   t  e  e
  e  e
  r  r   i   i
  n  n  g  g

  m  m
  e  e
  c  c
   h   h
  a  a
  n  n
   i   i  s  s
  m  m Bearing lubricationBearing lubrication 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Check if the steering flexibleCheck if the steering flexible 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Check for noiseCheck for noise 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Control handle swivel angleControl handle swivel angle 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

WheelWheel（（Drive wheel, auxiliary wheel, load wheelDrive wheel, auxiliary wheel, load wheel））  

ServiceService

itemitem
Service Service required required TTool ool D D W M W M T T SS

   W   W
   h   h
  e  e
  e  e
   l   l

Check for abrasion or cracksCheck for abrasion or cracks
EyeballiEyeballi

ngng
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Check for bolt fastening andCheck for bolt fastening and

re-tighten.re-tighten.
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Check if there is foreign body like ropeCheck if there is foreign body like rope

on the wheelon the wheel
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  
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Brake systemBrake system

ServiceService

itemitem
Service Service required required TTool ool D D W M W M T T SS

   B   B
  r  r  a  a
   k   k
  e  e

   i   i  n  n
  c  c
   h   h
   i   i  n  n
  g  g

  s  s
  w  w
   i   i   t   t
  c  c   h   h

Check for brake condition when theCheck for brake condition when the

control handle on horizontal positioncontrol handle on horizontal position

and vertical position.and vertical position.

〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Check the inching switch forCheck the inching switch for

looseness or damage.looseness or damage.
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

   E   E
   l   l  e  e
  c  c
   t   t  r  r
  o  o
  m  m
  a  a
  g  g
  n  n
  e  e
   t   t   i   i
  c  c

   b   b
  r  r  a  a
   k   k
  e  e

Check the installation for fastening.Check the installation for fastening. 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Check the surface abrasion forCheck the surface abrasion for

equality.equality.
〇〇   〇〇  

Check if the clearance is proper andCheck if the clearance is proper and

adjust, if necessary.adjust, if necessary.
〇〇   〇〇  

Check the brake for flexibility andCheck the brake for flexibility and

effective.effective.
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Hydraulic systemHydraulic system

ServiceService

itemitem
Service Service required required TTool ool D D W M W M T T SS

   H   H
  y  y   d   d  r  r
  a  a
  u  u
   l   l   i   i  c  c

  r  r  e  e
  s  s  e  e
  r  r  v  v
  o  o
   i   i  r  r

Check for oil level, change oilCheck for oil level, change oil 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   ××

Clean suction strainerClean suction strainer 〇〇  

Clean foreign matterClean foreign matter 〇〇  

  s  s
  o  o
   l   l  e  e
  n  n
  o  o
   i   i   d   d

  v  v
  a  a
   l   l  v  v
  e  e

Check for block, return spring stuck orCheck for block, return spring stuck or

damagedamage
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Check for wiring looseness.Check for wiring looseness. 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

   S   S
  a  a
   f   f  e  e
   t   t  y  y
  v  v
  a  a
   l   l  v  v
  e  e

Check for oil leakageCheck for oil leakage 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Check for safety valve operationCheck for safety valve operation

condition.condition.
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Measure safety valve pressureMeasure safety valve pressure

OilOil

pressur pressur 

ee

gaugegauge

〇〇  

   P   P
   i   i  p  p
   i   i  n  n
  g  g
 , ,
   j   j  o  o
   i   i  n  n   t   t Check for oil leak, looseness,Check for oil leak, looseness,

collapse, deformation and damagecollapse, deformation and damage
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Replace hoses.Replace hoses.

××

1-2year 1-2year 

ss

   H   H
  y  y
   d   d
  r  r  a  a
  u  u
   l   l   i   i

  c  c
  p  p
  u  u
  m  m
  p  p Check hydraulic pump for oil leakageCheck hydraulic pump for oil leakage

or noiseor noise
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Check pump drive gear for wearCheck pump drive gear for wear 〇〇  

   L   L
   i   i   f   f
   t   t   i   i
  n  n
  g  g

   i   i  n  n
  c  c
   h   h
   i   i  n  n
  g  g

  s  s
  w  w
   i   i   t   t
  c  c
   h   h

Check for inching switch workCheck for inching switch work

condition.condition.
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Check inching switch for looseness orCheck inching switch for looseness or

damage.damage.
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  
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Lifting systemLifting system

ServiceService

itemitem
Service Service required required TTool ool D D W M W M T T SS

   L   L
   i   i  n  n
   k   k
  m  m
  e  e
  c  c
   h   h
  a  a
  n  n   i   i  s  s
  m  m

Check link mechanism for tension,Check link mechanism for tension,

damage or rustdamage or rust
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Check if there is abrasion betweenCheck if there is abrasion between

shaft and bearing of front and rearshaft and bearing of front and rear

fork.fork.

〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Check if there is deformation orCheck if there is deformation or

fracture on the upper and downfracture on the upper and down

connecting rod.connecting rod.

〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Check if there is crack or fracture onCheck if there is crack or fracture on

front fork or rear fork.front fork or rear fork.

Check for looseness of each joint.Check for looseness of each joint. 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

 Add  Add lubricatlubricating ing greasgrease e to to the the pin pin oiloil

cup.cup.
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

   L   L   i   i
   f   f   t   t
   i   i  n  n
  g  g
  c  c
  y  y
   l   l   i   i  n  n
   d   d
  e  e
  r  r

Check piston rod, rod screw andCheck piston rod, rod screw and

connection for looseness, deformationconnection for looseness, deformation

or damageor damage

TestTest

hammehamme

rr

〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Check cylinders for operationCheck cylinders for operation 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Check for oil leakCheck for oil leak 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Check lifting cylinder fixed bolt forCheck lifting cylinder fixed bolt for

looseness.looseness.
〇〇   〇〇  

   F   F
  o  o
  r  r   k   k

Check forks for damage,Check forks for damage,

deformation or weardeformation or wear
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Check fork base and hook welding forCheck fork base and hook welding for

defective cracks or weardefective cracks or wear
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

OthersOthers

ServiceService itemitem Service Service requirerequired d TTool D ool D W W M M T T SS

WireWire

Wire damage or loosenessWire damage or looseness 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

LOOSENESS OF CIRCUITLOOSENESS OF CIRCUIT

JOINTJOINT  

〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

EmergencyEmergency
disconnectdisconnect

switchswitch
Check for work conditionCheck for work condition 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Direction andDirection and
speed controlspeed control

buttonbutton
Check for work conditionCheck for work condition 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Lifting, loweringLifting, lowering
switchswitch

Check for work conditionCheck for work condition 〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

HornHorn
Check for work andCheck for work and

installation conditioninstallation condition
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

MetersMeters
Check meters for properCheck meters for proper

operationoperation
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  

Pedal(only forPedal(only for
stand-on type)stand-on type)

Check the pedal if folded upCheck the pedal if folded up

and down normally.and down normally.
〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇   〇〇  
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8.3 8.3 TTruck ruck used used oil oil and and lubricationlubrication

DD

CC

 A A

CC

CC

CC

  
Filler plug for hydraulic oilFiller plug for hydraulic oil

Gliding surfacesGliding surfaces

Grease nipplesGrease nipples

Code Code DesignatioDesignation n Mark, Mark, code code RemarkRemark

 A  A Hydraulic oiHydraulic oill
NormallyNormally：：L-HM32L-HM32

High and cold environmentHigh and cold environment：：
L-HV32L-HV32  

Hydraulic systemHydraulic system

C GreaseC Grease
 Automobile g Automobile generaleneral 3 #3 # lithium lithium

base lubricantbase lubricant
Nozzle and lubricationNozzle and lubrication

D D Grease Grease SHELL SHELL ALALVAVANIA NIA R3 R3 Reduction Reduction boxbox
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8.4 8.4 Replace Replace hydraulic hydraulic oiloil

Procedure:Procedure:  

––   Remove the hydraulic unit from the truck.Remove the hydraulic unit from the truck.

––   Place a container under the hydraulic unitPlace a container under the hydraulic unit

to pick hydraulic oil.to pick hydraulic oil.

––   Loosen hoop (2).Loosen hoop (2).

––   Take out the hydraulic power assembly (1)Take out the hydraulic power assembly (1)

from oil tank (3).from oil tank (3).

––   Pour the hydraulic oil from the oil tank (3)Pour the hydraulic oil from the oil tank (3)

into the appointed waste oil collectinto the appointed waste oil collect

container, and then clean the oil tank.container, and then clean the oil tank.

––   Install the hydraulic power assembly to theInstall the hydraulic power assembly to the

oil tank and then retighten with the hookoil tank and then retighten with the hook

（（T= 9N.mT= 9N.m））..

––   Screw out the filler cap (4) of the oil tank,Screw out the filler cap (4) of the oil tank,

add hydraulic oil to specified mark with theadd hydraulic oil to specified mark with the

help of funnel.help of funnel.

––   Re- screw on the filler cap, and clean theRe- screw on the filler cap, and clean the

residual oil on the outside of the hydraulicresidual oil on the outside of the hydraulic

unit.unit.

Replacing oil finishes. Then install the Replacing oil finishes. Then install the hydraulichydraulic

unit to the truck.unit to the truck.

22

33

44

MAXMAX

MINMIN

11
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8.5 8.5 Replace Replace wheelswheels

8.5.1 Replace drive wheel8.5.1 Replace drive wheel

Procedure:Procedure:  

––   Dismantle the drive unit from the truck.Dismantle the drive unit from the truck.

（（Refer to part of Refer to part of ”dismantle the drive unit”dismantle the drive unit

from the truck”from the truck”））  

––   Remove the 12 socket hexagon screwsRemove the 12 socket hexagon screws

which is used to fix the driving wheelswhich is used to fix the driving wheels

with a S=5mm hex wrench.with a S=5mm hex wrench.

CAUTIONCAUTION

   Use equal strength to unscrew theUse equal strength to unscrew the

bolts. Do not overexert which mightbolts. Do not overexert which might

do damage on the thread.do damage on the thread.

   Loosen the bolts in a symmetricalLoosen the bolts in a symmetrical

way when unscrewing the bolts andway when unscrewing the bolts and

remove the bolts respectively.remove the bolts respectively.  

––   Remove the fixation clamp of the motorRemove the fixation clamp of the motor

signal wire.signal wire.

––   Strike the edge of the driving wheels withStrike the edge of the driving wheels with
a rubber hammer and remove the olda rubber hammer and remove the old
driving wheels from the drive unit.driving wheels from the drive unit.

CAUTIONCAUTION

   Strike the edge of the Strike the edge of the driving wheelsdriving wheels

evenly and evenly and symmesymmetrically.trically.

   Do not scratch the outer surface ofDo not scratch the outer surface of

inner ring gearbox and the innerinner ring gearbox and the inner

surface of the driving wheels.surface of the driving wheels.  

––   Install new driving wheels. ApplyInstall new driving wheels. Apply

lubricating oil to the lubricating oil to the outer surface of innerouter surface of inner

ring gearbox and the inner surface of thering gearbox and the inner surface of the

driving wheels in favor of fast driving wheels in favor of fast installment.installment.
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––   Locate the installing holes and Strike theLocate the installing holes and Strike the

edge of the driving wheels evenly andedge of the driving wheels evenly and

symmetrically to the perfect match of thesymmetrically to the perfect match of the

new driving wheels.new driving wheels.

––   Screw the 12 socket hexagon screwsScrew the 12 socket hexagon screws

which is used to fix the driving wheelswhich is used to fix the driving wheels

with a S=5mm hex wrench.with a S=5mm hex wrench.

CAUTIONCAUTION

Screw up the bolts in a symmetricalScrew up the bolts in a symmetrical

way by 2 times.way by 2 times.

Apply appropriate torque to screwApply appropriate torque to screw

up the bolts. Do not overexert whichup the bolts. Do not overexert which

might do damage on the thread ormight do damage on the thread or

lead to future removing problem.lead to future removing problem.  

––    Apply the fixa Apply the fixation clamp otion clamp of the motorf the motor

signal wire back and fix it.signal wire back and fix it.

The replacement of driving wheels isThe replacement of driving wheels is
completed.completed.
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8.5.2 Replace load wheels8.5.2 Replace load wheels

Procedure:Procedure:  

––   The fork rises a The fork rises a certain heighcertain height.t.

––   Hoist the truck frame safely or place the truck on firm iron stand.Hoist the truck frame safely or place the truck on firm iron stand.

––   Screw off the bolt.Screw off the bolt.

––   Remove the wheel shaft.Remove the wheel shaft.

––   Remove the load wheels.Remove the load wheels.

––   Install new wheel in opposite order.Install new wheel in opposite order.
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8.5.3 Replace Auxiliary Wheels8.5.3 Replace Auxiliary Wheels

Procedure:Procedure:  

––   Open the hood.Open the hood.

––   From the frame above four groups of fixed auxiliary wheel assembly bolts removed.From the frame above four groups of fixed auxiliary wheel assembly bolts removed.

––   Frame - safely lift a certain height, remove auxiliary wheel assembly.Frame - safely lift a certain height, remove auxiliary wheel assembly.

––   From the old wheels on auxiliary wheel assembly to be removed, and replaced with newFrom the old wheels on auxiliary wheel assembly to be removed, and replaced with new

wheels.wheels.

––   The auxiliary module in the reverse order in forklift truck wheel assembly.The auxiliary module in the reverse order in forklift truck wheel assembly.
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8.6 8.6 Replace Replace the the key key safe safe parts parts periodicallyperiodically

Users should replace the parts periodically according to the Users should replace the parts periodically according to the following table. If the following table. If the part is abnormalpart is abnormal

before the replacing time, it should be replaced immediately.before the replacing time, it should be replaced immediately.

Key safe part’s descriptionKey safe part’s description   Term Term of of using using (year)(year)

Hydraulic Hydraulic hose hose for for lifting lifting system system 1-21-2

High-pressurHigh-pressure e hose, hose, hose hose for for hydraulic hydraulic system system 22

Inner Inner sealing sealing element, element, rubber rubber matter matter of of the the hydrulic hydrulic system system 22
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9 9 Relevant Relevant safety safety directive directive or or standard standard (CE)(CE)

 After CE cert After CE certificated , the trucificated , the truck meets the follk meets the following directivowing directive and stande and standard:ard:

––   2006/42/EC machinery directive2006/42/EC machinery directive（（namelynamely Directive of the council of the laws of the memberDirective of the council of the laws of the member

states concerning machinery states concerning machinery   ））, 2000/14/EC Noise Directive, 2000/14/EC Noise Directive（（NamelyNamely Directive of the  Directive of the councilcouncil

of the laws of the member states concerning noise radiation of outdoor equipment of the laws of the member states concerning noise radiation of outdoor equipment ））;;

––   EN ISO3691-1:2012EN ISO3691-1:2012（（Industrial trucks -- Safety requirements and verification -- Part 1:Industrial trucks -- Safety requirements and verification -- Part 1:

Self-propelled industrial trucks, other than driverless trucks, variable-reach trucks andSelf-propelled industrial trucks, other than driverless trucks, variable-reach trucks and

burden-carrier trucksburden-carrier trucks））、、 EN16307-1:2013EN16307-1:2013（（ Industrial trucks. Safety requirements andIndustrial trucks. Safety requirements and

verification. Supplementary requirements for self-propelled industrial trucks,other thanverification. Supplementary requirements for self-propelled industrial trucks,other than

driverless trucks,variable-rdriverless trucks,variable-reach trucks each trucks and burden-carrier trucksand burden-carrier trucks））..

––   EN1175-1:1998+A1:2010EN1175-1:1998+A1:2010（（Safety of industrial trucks - Electrical requirements - Part 1:Safety of industrial trucks - Electrical requirements - Part 1:

General requirements for battery powered trucksGeneral requirements for battery powered trucks））、、EN1726-1:1998EN1726-1:1998（（Safety standard forSafety standard for

machinery industrial vehiclemachinery industrial vehicle））, EN12053:2001, EN1175-1:1998, EN13059:2002, EN1757-2, EN12053:2001, EN1175-1:1998, EN13059:2002, EN1757-2：：

2001 harmonized standard;2001 harmonized standard;  

––

   Main safety elements are in accordance with 2006/42/EC machinery directive as well asMain safety elements are in accordance with 2006/42/EC machinery directive as well as
EN1175-1:1998+A1:2010, EN1726-1:1998,EN1757-2EN1175-1:1998+A1:2010, EN1726-1:1998,EN1757-2：：2001 standard;2001 standard;

Electronic components design and manufacture meet low-voltage apparatus directiveElectronic components design and manufacture meet low-voltage apparatus directive

2006/95/EC;2006/95/EC;

Noise is Noise is calculated according to EN12053:2001+A1calculated according to EN12053:2001+A1:2008: pallet truck :2008: pallet truck noise, sound pressurenoise, sound pressure

valuevalue

Lifting: right ear73.4dB, left ear72.5dBLifting: right ear73.4dB, left ear72.5dB

Going forward: right ear72.4dB, left ear71.5dBGoing forward: right ear72.4dB, left ear71.5dB

––   Vibration data are calculated according to the EN13059:2002+A1:2008Vibration data are calculated according to the EN13059:2002+A1:2008（（Safety of industrialSafety of industrial

trucks - Test methods for measuring vibrationtrucks - Test methods for measuring vibration）） ,ISO5349-2:2001 and ISO2631-1:1997,ISO5349-2:2001 and ISO2631-1:1997

standard, meet 2002/44/EC directive: handle vibration amplitude is 0.2977m/sstandard, meet 2002/44/EC directive: handle vibration amplitude is 0.2977m/s
22

..
––   Electromagnetic compatibility is calculated according to EN12895:2000 and meetElectromagnetic compatibility is calculated according to EN12895:2000 and meet

2004/108/E2004/108/EC C directive.directive.
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Part Part : : Structure, Structure, Priciple Priciple and and MaintenanceMaintenance

1 1 Drive Drive UnitUnit

1.1 1.1 Drive Drive unit unit structure structure and and principleprinciple

This truck adopts hub-type drive unit(see fig.2-1). This structure owns high efficiency, large driveThis truck adopts hub-type drive unit(see fig.2-1). This structure owns high efficiency, large drive

ratio range, compact structure and small ratio range, compact structure and small volume.volume.  


1.Housing 1.Housing 2.Bearing 2.Bearing 6006 6006 3.Gear 3.Gear shaft shaft 4.Driven 4.Driven geargear
5.Flat 5.Flat key key 6.Circlip 6.Circlip for for hole hole 55 7.End 55 7.End cap cap 8.Oil 8.Oil sealseal
9.Screw 9.Screw M6×16 M6×16 10.Baffle 10.Baffle 11.Circlip 11.Circlip for for shaft shaft 14 14 12.Circli12.Circlip p for for shaftshaft
13.Driving 13.Driving gear gear 14.Flat 14.Flat key key 15.Driving 15.Driving motor motor 16.Bolt 16.Bolt M8×60M8×60
17.Bearing 17.Bearing 6002-2RS 6002-2RS 18.Circli18.Circlip p for for hole hole 32 32 19.Electroma19.Electromagnetic gnetic brake brake 20.Bolt 20.Bolt M5×16M5×16
21.Paper 21.Paper washer washer 22.Annular 22.Annular gear gear 23.Bearing 23.Bearing 24.Check 24.Check ringring
25.Space 25.Space ring ring 26.Bearing 26.Bearing 27.Round 27.Round pin pin 28.Drive 28.Drive wheelwheel

Fig.2-1 Drive unit structureFig.2-1 Drive unit structure
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Drive unit deliver routeDrive unit deliver route(see fig.2-2)(see fig.2-2): drive unit directly drives by driving the driving gear directly: drive unit directly drives by driving the driving gear directly

through motor. Delivery sequence is fromthrough motor. Delivery sequence is from 1515(drive motor) to(drive motor) to 1313(driving gear) to(driving gear) to 44(driven gear) to(driven gear) to

33(gear shaft) to(gear shaft) to 2222(annular gear)(annular gear), and then drive the , and then drive the driving wheel output. Drive system does notdriving wheel output. Drive system does not

need gear shift, and reversing operation directly relies on positive inversion of motor to realizeneed gear shift, and reversing operation directly relies on positive inversion of motor to realize

forward or reverse shifting.forward or reverse shifting.  

   

3. Gear shaft3. Gear shaft

4. Driven gear4. Driven gear

13.Driving gear13.Driving gear

15.Drive motor15.Drive motor

22.Annular gear22.Annular gear

Fig.2-2 Drive diagram of drive unitFig.2-2 Drive diagram of drive unit

DataData

Speed ratio of reduction gear boxSpeed ratio of reduction gear box  31.4  31.4

Max. wheel torqueMax. wheel torque   N•mN•m  300  300

Max. wheel loadMax. wheel load   kg kg 10001000

GreasGrease e SHELL SHELL ALVALVANIA ANIA R3R3

Weight Weight kg kg 3737

Drive motor Drive motor   

Rated voltageRated voltage VV 1616

Rated powerRated power kWkW 1.11.1

Rated currentRated current  A A 6464

Rated Rated speed speed r/minr/min   33953395

Working Working system system S2=60minS2=60min

Insulation Insulation grade grade FF

Protection Protection grade grade IP54IP54

BrakeBrake  

Rated voltageRated voltage   V V 2424

Rated braking torqueRated braking torque   N•mN•m   88

Max. braking torqueMax. braking torque   N•mN•m   1212

Insulation gradeInsulation grade   FF
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1.2 1.2 Assemble Assemble and and use use noticenotice

––   When assemble, scrub the oil seal on the product. Avoid product damage, no disassemble atWhen assemble, scrub the oil seal on the product. Avoid product damage, no disassemble at

will.will.

––    Avoid eac Avoid each fitting surface h fitting surface and exposed and exposed gear impgear impact, thus influence act, thus influence installationinstallation..

––   Normal working oil temperature is ≤70Normal working oil temperature is ≤70℃℃..

––   Drive wheel is maintenance free drive device, if need grease, dismantle the drive unit, addDrive wheel is maintenance free drive device, if need grease, dismantle the drive unit, add

from the top.from the top.

––    Added amo Added amount of greaseunt of grease(SHELL (SHELL ALALVVANIA ANIA R3) is 2/5-2/3 spR3) is 2/5-2/3 space of the inace of the inner chamberner chamber..

1.3 1.3 Fault Fault and and troubleshootingtroubleshooting

Fault Fault Probable Probable cause cause Corrective Corrective actionaction

 Abnorma Abnormal l gear gear noise noise whenwhen
travellingtravelling

Over Over large large gear gear clearance clearance AdjustAdjust

Lack Lack grease grease ReplenishReplenish

Over Over large large gear gear wear wear ReplaceReplace

 Abnorma Abnormal noise when tul noise when turningrning

Rotary Rotary rolling rolling bearing bearing damage damage ReplaceReplace

Insufficient rotary rolling bearingInsufficient rotary rolling bearing
greasegrease

 Add grease Add grease

Brake ineffective or invalidBrake ineffective or invalid

Inching switch loosen orInching switch loosen or
damagedamage

Fasten or replaceFasten or replace

Over Over large large brake brake clearance clearance AdjustAdjust

Brake Brake disc disc over over wear wear ReplaceReplace

Brake Brake loosen loosen FastenFasten

Circuit Circuit damage damage RepairRepair

Large Large vehicle vehicle vibration vibration Damper Damper assembly assembly damage damage ReplaceReplace
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1.4 1.4 Drive Drive motormotor

Traction motor is three phase AC motor, maintenance free, but need check and cleanTraction motor is three phase AC motor, maintenance free, but need check and clean

periodically.periodically.

It needs dismantle motor wiring board when replace drive wheel. Tightening torque of lower nutIt needs dismantle motor wiring board when replace drive wheel. Tightening torque of lower nut

of wiring board is T=4.05of wiring board is T=4.05～～4.95N.m, while the upper nut is T=10.24.95N.m, while the upper nut is T=10.2～～12.4N.m. When fastening12.4N.m. When fastening

the upper nut, lock the the upper nut, lock the lower nut to avoid looseness.lower nut to avoid looseness.

Motor use noticeMotor use notice

––   Keep clean and dry around the motor, place no other material on its inner or outer.Keep clean and dry around the motor, place no other material on its inner or outer.

––   It’s prohibited to use with oIt’s prohibited to use with overload.verload.

––   It’s prohibited to coexist with strong magnetic object.It’s prohibited to coexist with strong magnetic object.  

––   Make sure the correct of Make sure the correct of input voltage grade.input voltage grade.

––   If there is abnormal odor in use, park to check immediately.If there is abnormal odor in use, park to check immediately.

––   The cabling between motor and controller should be as short as The cabling between motor and controller should be as short as possible.possible.

––   During motor travelling, if there happen electric leakage, speed drops suddenly, severelyDuring motor travelling, if there happen electric leakage, speed drops suddenly, severely

vibrate, too hot with smoke, or electric contact sparking smoke, turn off the powervibrate, too hot with smoke, or electric contact sparking smoke, turn off the power

immediately for check.immediately for check.

––   Often check if the motor Often check if the motor over heats.over heats.

––   Often check motor wiring contact Often check motor wiring contact screw for looseness, sparking smoke or screw for looseness, sparking smoke or insulation aging.insulation aging.
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Motor fault diagnosisMotor fault diagnosis

Fault Fault Probable Probable causecause

 After power is on, the motor does  After power is on, the motor does notnot
rotate, but without noise, odor orrotate, but without noise, odor or
smoke.smoke.

①①Power is not on(at least two Power is not on(at least two phase off)phase off)

②②Fuse fusing(at least two phase fusing)Fuse fusing(at least two phase fusing)

③③Overcurrent relay adjusts too smallOvercurrent relay adjusts too small

④④Wiring error of Wiring error of control equipmentcontrol equipment

 After power is on, the motor does  After power is on, the motor does notnot
rotate and fuse rotate and fuse burnout.burnout.

①①Lack one phase power, or reverse connection ofLack one phase power, or reverse connection of

stator coil one phasestator coil one phase
②②Short circuit of stator windingShort circuit of stator winding；；  

③③Grounding of stator windingGrounding of stator winding

④④Wiring error of Wiring error of stator windingstator winding

⑤⑤Fuse section too Fuse section too small.small.

 After power is on, the motor does  After power is on, the motor does notnot
rotate with buzzing noise.rotate with buzzing noise.

①①Open circuit of stator, rotor winding(one phaseOpen circuit of stator, rotor winding(one phase
disconnectiodisconnection) or n) or one phase power is one phase power is off.off.

②②Start and end of the winding outgoing line wronglyStart and end of the winding outgoing line wrongly
connect or internal connect or internal winding oppositely connect.winding oppositely connect.

③③Power return contact loosens and contact resistancePower return contact loosens and contact resistance
is large.is large.

④④Motor load too large or rotator locks.Motor load too large or rotator locks.

⑤⑤Power voltage too low.Power voltage too low.

⑥⑥Small motor assembles too tight or bearing greaseSmall motor assembles too tight or bearing grease
too hard.too hard.

⑦⑦Bearing seizing-up.Bearing seizing-up.

Motor starts hard, and the motorMotor starts hard, and the motor
speed is much lower than ratedspeed is much lower than rated
speed with rated load.speed with rated load.

①①Power voltage too low.Power voltage too low.

②②△△ Motor wrongly connected to YMotor wrongly connected to Y

③③Cage rotor open weld or crackCage rotor open weld or crack

④④Local coil of stator and rotor wrongly or oppositelyLocal coil of stator and rotor wrongly or oppositely
connected.connected.

⑤⑤ Add too much n Add too much number of windumber of windings when repings when repair motorair motor
winding.winding.

⑥⑥Motor overload.Motor overload.

Current is unbalance when motorCurrent is unbalance when motor
without load and three without load and three phases differphases differ

a lot.a lot.

①①When rewind, numbers of stator three-phase windingWhen rewind, numbers of stator three-phase winding
is not equal.is not equal.

②②Two ends of winding wrongly connectedTwo ends of winding wrongly connected

③③Unbalance power voltage.Unbalance power voltage.

④④There is interturn short circuit or coil oppositelyThere is interturn short circuit or coil oppositely
connected in the winding.connected in the winding.

Motor without load, while loaded,Motor without load, while loaded,
ammeter indicator is unstable andammeter indicator is unstable and
swings.swings.

①①Guide bar of cage rotor open weld or Guide bar of cage rotor open weld or crackcrack

②②Wound rotor fault(one phase open circuit) or badWound rotor fault(one phase open circuit) or bad
brush and collecting ring short circuiting device brush and collecting ring short circuiting device contact.contact.

Motor without load, current isMotor without load, current is
balance, but the value is largebalance, but the value is large

①①Reduce too much number of stator windings whenReduce too much number of stator windings when
repair motor winding.repair motor winding.

②②Power voltage too high.Power voltage too high.

③③Y connected motor wrongly connect to ΔY connected motor wrongly connect to Δ  

④④During motor assemble, rotor oppositely connects,During motor assemble, rotor oppositely connects,
make stator core unaligned, effective length shortens.make stator core unaligned, effective length shortens.

⑤⑤ Air gap ove Air gap over large or unr large or uneven.even.

⑥⑥When remove old winding for overhaul, use improperWhen remove old winding for overhaul, use improper
way that burn the iron core.way that burn the iron core.
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Fault Fault Probable Probable causecause

 Abnorma Abnormal noise when ml noise when motor runsotor runs

①①Insulation paper of rotor and stator or slot wedgeInsulation paper of rotor and stator or slot wedge
rubs.rubs.

②②There is foreign body as sand in oil or bearing wear.There is foreign body as sand in oil or bearing wear.

③③Stator and rotor core loosen.Stator and rotor core loosen.

④④Bearing lack oil.Bearing lack oil.

⑤⑤ Air duct stuf Air duct stuffing or fan rubs fing or fan rubs the fan housinthe fan housing.g.

⑥⑥Stator and rotor core rub.Stator and rotor core rub.

⑦⑦Power voltage too high or imbalance.Power voltage too high or imbalance.

⑧⑧Wrongly stator winding or short circuit.Wrongly stator winding or short circuit.

Big motor vibration during runningBig motor vibration during running

①①Too big wear bearing clearanceToo big wear bearing clearance

②②Uneven air gapUneven air gap

③③Rotor imbalanceRotor imbalance

④④Revolving shaft bend.Revolving shaft bend.

⑤⑤Iron core deforms or loosens.Iron core deforms or loosens.

⑥⑥Housing or basic capacity is insufficient.Housing or basic capacity is insufficient.

⑦⑦Motor foot screw loosenMotor foot screw loosen

⑧⑧Open circuit of cage rotor open welding, open circuitOpen circuit of cage rotor open welding, open circuit
of wound rotor, or winding fault with stator.of wound rotor, or winding fault with stator.

Bearing overheat.Bearing overheat.

①①Over much or few greaseOver much or few grease

②②
Bad oil quantity and contains impurity.Bad oil quantity and contains impurity.③③Mismatch between bearing and journal or endMismatch between bearing and journal or end

cap(too loose or too tight)cap(too loose or too tight)

④④Eccentricity of bearing bore, rub with the axle.Eccentricity of bearing bore, rub with the axle.

⑤⑤Motor end cap or bearing cap not even assembledMotor end cap or bearing cap not even assembled

⑥⑥Coupling between motor and load not adjustCoupling between motor and load not adjust

⑦⑦Too large or too small bearing clearanceToo large or too small bearing clearance

⑧⑧Motor axle bend.Motor axle bend.

Motor overheating or smokingMotor overheating or smoking

①①Too high power voltage, greatly increase the coreToo high power voltage, greatly increase the core
heating.heating.

②②Too low power voltage, the motor drives rated load,Too low power voltage, the motor drives rated load,
over large current heats the winding.over large current heats the winding.

③③When remove winding for overhaul, use improperWhen remove winding for overhaul, use improper
way that burn the iron core.way that burn the iron core.

④④Rotor and stator core rub.Rotor and stator core rub.

⑤⑤
Motor overloads or start up frequently.Motor overloads or start up frequently.⑥⑥Cage rotor break.Cage rotor break.

⑦⑦Motor lacks phase, two phases run.Motor lacks phase, two phases run.

⑧⑧ After  After rewinding, rewinding, dipping dipping paint paint of of stator stator winding winding isis
improper.improper.

⑨⑨In high temperature, much dirt on the motor surfaceIn high temperature, much dirt on the motor surface
or ventilation duct block.or ventilation duct block.
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1.5 1.5 Electromagnetic Electromagnetic brakebrake

The spring-loaded electromagnetic brake is applied in the truck which is a single disk brake withThe spring-loaded electromagnetic brake is applied in the truck which is a single disk brake with

double friction surfaces. By use of the pressure spring, powerful braking torque would bedouble friction surfaces. By use of the pressure spring, powerful braking torque would be

generated when power off. The brake could be released by thegenerated when power off. The brake could be released by the electromagnetic effect. electromagnetic effect.  

11

22

33

44

55

66

  

1.Mounting Bolt of the Brake1.Mounting Bolt of the Brake
3.Brake Pad3.Brake Pad
5.Friction Disk5.Friction Disk

2.Stator Module2.Stator Module
4.Shaft Sleeve4.Shaft Sleeve
6.Dustproof Cover6.Dustproof Cover

Fig. 2-3 Fig. 2-3 ElectromagnElectromagnetic brake etic brake partsparts
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1.5.1 Electromagnetic brake working principle1.5.1 Electromagnetic brake working principle

Motor shaft (9) is connected with shaft sleeve (4) by passing through the flat key. And shaftMotor shaft (9) is connected with shaft sleeve (4) by passing through the flat key. And shaft

sleeve (4) is connected with brake pad (3) by passing through the splines. When the stator (11) issleeve (4) is connected with brake pad (3) by passing through the splines. When the stator (11) is

block out, the block out, the force produforce produced by the ced by the pressure spressure spring (10pring (10) ) would act on would act on the armaturthe armature (8) whe (8) whichich

makes rotated the brake pad (3) driven by the motor shaft connected closely between themakes rotated the brake pad (3) driven by the motor shaft connected closely between the

armature (8) and cover plate (5). As a armature (8) and cover plate (5). As a result the braking torque is created. There will be result the braking torque is created. There will be a air gapa air gap

Z between the armature and the stator at that Z between the armature and the stator at that moment. When the brake needs to be moment. When the brake needs to be relaxed, therelaxed, the

stator is applied with direct current and the magnetic field would attract the armature (8) to movestator is applied with direct current and the magnetic field would attract the armature (8) to move

towards the stator. The movement of armature compresses the pressure spring (10) which causetowards the stator. The movement of armature compresses the pressure spring (10) which cause

the loosening of the brake pad (3) by that time and the brake is released.the loosening of the brake pad (3) by that time and the brake is released.  

11

77

55

33

88

99

44

1010

1111

ZZ

1212    66   

1.Mounting Bolt of the Brake1.Mounting Bolt of the Brake
3. Brake Pad3. Brake Pad
4. Shaft Sleeve4. Shaft Sleeve
5. Friction Disk5. Friction Disk
6. Dustproof Cover6. Dustproof Cover
7. Hollow Screw7. Hollow Screw
8. Armature8. Armature
9. Motor Shaft9. Motor Shaft
10.Pressure Spring10.Pressure Spring
11.Stator11.Stator
12.Mounting Bolt of Friction Disk12.Mounting Bolt of Friction Disk
Z. Air GapZ. Air Gap

Fig.2-4 Fig.2-4 ElectromagnetElectromagnetic ic BrakeBrake Structure Structure
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1.5.2 Electromagnetic brake installation1.5.2 Electromagnetic brake installation

––   Put the flat key (13) into the key groove of the motor shaftPut the flat key (13) into the key groove of the motor shaft

(9). Press the shaft sleeve (4) to the motor shaft (9) and(9). Press the shaft sleeve (4) to the motor shaft (9) and

fasten it with fasten it with the inner spring.the inner spring.

––
   Install the friction disk (5) to the end face of the motor byInstall the friction disk (5) to the end face of the motor by

using three mounting bolts of the friction bolts (12).using three mounting bolts of the friction bolts (12).  

––   Cover the shaft sleeve with the friction disk (3).Cover the shaft sleeve with the friction disk (3).  

––   Install the stator module (2) to the friction disk (5) with threeInstall the stator module (2) to the friction disk (5) with three

mounting bolts of the brake (1).mounting bolts of the brake (1).

Note: Remove the three rubber mats of the stator moduleNote: Remove the three rubber mats of the stator module
which is for stable transportation.which is for stable transportation.

––   Screw down the three mounting bolts (1) with a torqueScrew down the three mounting bolts (1) with a torque

wrench (15) and check the air gap (Z) of the brake with awrench (15) and check the air gap (Z) of the brake with a

feeler gauge (16).feeler gauge (16).

––   Put on Put on the dustproof cover(6).the dustproof cover(6).

––   Connect the brake wiring.Connect the brake wiring.  

1313

99

1414
44

55
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33
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WARNINGWARNING

   No broken wire sheath, or No broken wire sheath, or else the circuit might be damaged.else the circuit might be damaged.

   Do not process the locating surface or the holes of the production withoutDo not process the locating surface or the holes of the production without

authorization, or else the magnet loop would authorization, or else the magnet loop would be influenced.be influenced.

   Do not over press when fitting the motor shaft. Make sure no damage on the Do not over press when fitting the motor shaft. Make sure no damage on the frictionfriction

surface and wipe off the burr of the mounting holes and surfaces. Put the shaftsurface and wipe off the burr of the mounting holes and surfaces. Put the shaft
sleeve on the motor shaft and fasten the axial sleeve on the motor shaft and fasten the axial clamp spring.clamp spring.

   Measure the direct voltage of the connecting brake and compare the value to theMeasure the direct voltage of the connecting brake and compare the value to the

rated voltage on the nameplate. Deviation should not be more than 10%.rated voltage on the nameplate. Deviation should not be more than 10%.

   Make sure it is free from oil and Make sure it is free from oil and dirt when installing and using the brake.dirt when installing and using the brake.  

OILOIL

U=x V DC±10%U=x V DC±10%

  

1.5.3 Maintenance1.5.3 Maintenance

––    Avoid rusting W Avoid rusting When truck hen truck is is used in used in a a high temperature for high temperature for a a long time. long time. The The actuation sideactuation side

with rust would with rust would affect the performance.affect the performance.

––
   Do not touch the Do not touch the friction surface with your hand directlyfriction surface with your hand directly. Make sure . Make sure it is fit is free from oil and dirt,ree from oil and dirt,

or else the maximum torque could not be achieved.or else the maximum torque could not be achieved.

––   Generally the working environment temperaturGenerally the working environment temperature is e is around -10around -10℃～℃～+40+40℃℃..

Conduct a periodical inspection. It concludes the items as follow. Is it smooth to switch? Is thereConduct a periodical inspection. It concludes the items as follow. Is it smooth to switch? Is there

any noise or any abnormal heating? Is there any dirt or grease that came to the section of frictionany noise or any abnormal heating? Is there any dirt or grease that came to the section of friction

and rotation? Whether the gap is appropriate between the frictions? Any problem with theand rotation? Whether the gap is appropriate between the frictions? Any problem with the

exciting voltage ?exciting voltage ?
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1.5.4 Adjust the Air Gap of the Brake1.5.4 Adjust the Air Gap of the Brake

Rated air gap Z grows with the friction. In order to there is sufficient braking torque, the air gapRated air gap Z grows with the friction. In order to there is sufficient braking torque, the air gap

must be set before it reaches to the maximum value. The air gap can be adjusted by severalmust be set before it reaches to the maximum value. The air gap can be adjusted by several

times. When the thickness of brake pad becomes the minimum value(see the specification tabletimes. When the thickness of brake pad becomes the minimum value(see the specification table

below), the brake pad must be replaced.below), the brake pad must be replaced.

Once the air gap reaches the top value, the brake might not be released and the brake padOnce the air gap reaches the top value, the brake might not be released and the brake pad

would be burn out. It will also cause the decrease of braking force and the retention and thewould be burn out. It will also cause the decrease of braking force and the retention and the

noise increase and even big accidents. It is prominent to do the periodical inspection and adjustnoise increase and even big accidents. It is prominent to do the periodical inspection and adjust

the air gap. Disconnect the power. Through adjusting 3 hollow bolts (8) and the mounting bolts ofthe air gap. Disconnect the power. Through adjusting 3 hollow bolts (8) and the mounting bolts of

stator (9), set the air gap between stator (1) and armature (2) to the rated Z by a feelerstator (9), set the air gap between stator (1) and armature (2) to the rated Z by a feeler

gauge.Ensure air gap at all directions are same.gauge.Ensure air gap at all directions are same.

Specification Specification TTableable

RatedRated
TorqueTorque

RatedRated
PowerPower

Rated AirRated Air
GapGap

MaximumMaximum
 Air Gap Air Gap

MinimumMinimum
Thickness of RotorThickness of Rotor

Pre-tension Torque ofPre-tension Torque of
the Mounting Boltthe Mounting Bolt

8 8 N.m N.m 25 25 WW 0.2mm0.2mm 0.5 0.5 mm mm 6.4 6.4 mm mm 5.5 5.5 N.mN.m

On the condition of power disconnected, through adjusting 3 mounting bolts of brake (1) and theOn the condition of power disconnected, through adjusting 3 mounting bolts of brake (1) and the

hollow bolts (7), set the air gap between stator (11) and armature (8) to the rated Z by a feelerhollow bolts (7), set the air gap between stator (11) and armature (8) to the rated Z by a feeler
gauge. Ensure air gap at all directions are same.gauge. Ensure air gap at all directions are same.

Set the air gap Set the air gap in the following sequence:in the following sequence:

––   Unscrew the mounting bolts of brake (1) with a Unscrew the mounting bolts of brake (1) with a hex wrench.hex wrench.

––    Adjust the ho Adjust the hollow bolts (7llow bolts (7) with a span) with a spannerner..

––   Screw up the three mounting bolts of brake (1).Screw up the three mounting bolts of brake (1).

––   Check if the air Check if the air gap Z is gap Z is within the standard range with a feeler gauge.within the standard range with a feeler gauge.

––    Adjust  Adjust the the mounting mounting bolts bolts and and hollow hollow bolts bolts respectively according respectively according to to the the following following figures.figures.

Set the air gap Set the air gap and screw up the mounting bolts of and screw up the mounting bolts of brake.brake.

11

77
  Z  Z

++

--

  

Under the general operating conditions, the first set of the air gap is usually after 1500 to 2000Under the general operating conditions, the first set of the air gap is usually after 1500 to 2000

hours service of the brake and it is suggested to adjust the air gap every 6 months. If it comes tohours service of the brake and it is suggested to adjust the air gap every 6 months. If it comes to

a poor working condition, such as frequent use of brake and repeated emergency stopsa poor working condition, such as frequent use of brake and repeated emergency stops，，the airthe air

gap should be set when the gap should be set when the brake the shorten the adjustment interval for the first brake the shorten the adjustment interval for the first time.time.
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1.5.5 Common fault and troubleshooting1.5.5 Common fault and troubleshooting

FaultFault   Probable Probable cause cause Corrective Corrective actionaction

Brake does notBrake does not

workwork

Power Power is is obstructobstructed ed ConnectConnect

TToo oo low low exciting exciting voltage voltage Check Check voltage voltage and and adjust.adjust.

Improper Improper air air gap gap Adjust Adjust air air gapgap

Stator Stator coil coil breaks breaks Replace Replace statorstator

Oil Oil dirt dirt mixed mixed in in Clean Clean oil oil dirtdirt

Long brake timeLong brake time

Switch installed to AC circuitSwitch installed to AC circuit
Install the switch to the DC circuitInstall the switch to the DC circuit
after rectifyingafter rectifying

Improper Improper air air gap gap Adjust Adjust air air gapgap

Oil Oil dirt dirt mixed mixed in in Clean Clean oil oil dirtdirt

SlippingSlipping

Unstable Unstable operation operation in in previous previous use use Breaking-in Breaking-in for for a a whilewhile

Oil Oil dirt dirt mixed mixed in in Clean Clean oil oil dirtdirt

Large loadLarge load
Reduce load or replace largeReduce load or replace large
specificationspecification

Large load changeLarge load change
 Adjust  Adjust load load peak peak or or large large thethe
specificationspecification

High temperatureHigh temperature

TToo oo high high exciting exciting voltage voltage Check Check voltage voltage and and adjust.adjust.

Clutch or motor interfere to theClutch or motor interfere to the
brakebrake

Check control circuit, eliminateCheck control circuit, eliminate
interferenceinterference

High High environment environment temperature temperature Set Set ventilatioventilationn

High High operating operating frequency frequency Adjust Adjust to to proper proper frequencyfrequency

Over Over large large load load Reduce Reduce loadload

Large noiseLarge noise

Product service environment needsProduct service environment needs
silencesilence

Silence designSilence design

Impurity Impurity mixed mixed in. in. Clear Clear away away the the impurityimpurity

Bad Bad mounting mounting Replace Replace mounting mounting surface surface or or shaftshaft

Large rotational inertia or dynamicLarge rotational inertia or dynamic
unbalance valueunbalance value

Reduce rotational inertia orReduce rotational inertia or
dynamic unbalance value.dynamic unbalance value.
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2 2 Hydraulic Hydraulic systemsystem

Hydraulic system is mainly composed of hydraulic unit, rubber tube and lifting cylinder.Hydraulic system is mainly composed of hydraulic unit, rubber tube and lifting cylinder.

1. Bolt1. Bolt

2. Washer2. Washer

3. Pin shaft3. Pin shaft

4. Composite bushing4. Composite bushing

5. Lifting cylinder5. Lifting cylinder

6. Screw6. Screw

7. Hydraulic unit7. Hydraulic unit

8. Washer8. Washer

9. Bolt9. Bolt

10.Washer10.Washer

11.Hose assy11.Hose assy

12.Bolt12.Bolt

Fig.2-6 Hydraulic systemFig.2-6 Hydraulic system
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2.1 2.1 Hydraulic Hydraulic system system working working principleprinciple

Lifting the LoadingLifting the Loading

Press the lifting button of the control lever and the oil pump motor starts. It passed the torquePress the lifting button of the control lever and the oil pump motor starts. It passed the torque

from motor to gear pump through the transmission shaft. The gear pump absorbs the hydraulicfrom motor to gear pump through the transmission shaft. The gear pump absorbs the hydraulic

oil from the fuel tank and passes the oil to the lifting cylinder through non-return valve. Highoil from the fuel tank and passes the oil to the lifting cylinder through non-return valve. High

pressure oil push the piston rod forward which give rise pressure oil push the piston rod forward which give rise to the lifting of to the lifting of forks and the loading.forks and the loading.

Release the lifting button and the oil pump motor stops. The gear pump stops absorbing the oil.Release the lifting button and the oil pump motor stops. The gear pump stops absorbing the oil.

 And  And the the non-return non-return valve valve is is closed closed which which can can keep keep the the lifting lifting cylinder cylinder and and the the loading loading in in itsits

original lifting position. When the lifting cylinder reaches the end or the truck is over loaded, theoriginal lifting position. When the lifting cylinder reaches the end or the truck is over loaded, the

working pressure is exceeding the safety pressure defaulted in the system, the overflow valveworking pressure is exceeding the safety pressure defaulted in the system, the overflow valve

will be open and the will be open and the hydraulic oil returns back to the fuel hydraulic oil returns back to the fuel tank.tank.

Lowering the LoadingLowering the Loading

Press the Press the lowering button of lowering button of the control the control lever and lever and the oil the oil pump motor pump motor starts. starts. When the When the closedclosed

electromagnetic valve is applied with electricity, the hydraulic oil in the lifting cylinder will flowelectromagnetic valve is applied with electricity, the hydraulic oil in the lifting cylinder will flow

back to the fuel tank due to gravity. Both the cylinder and the loading start to lower. Governorback to the fuel tank due to gravity. Both the cylinder and the loading start to lower. Governor

valve is used to prevent the trucks and loadings from being damaged due to the rapid loweringvalve is used to prevent the trucks and loadings from being damaged due to the rapid lowering

speed.speed.
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2.2 2.2 Hydraulic Hydraulic unitunit

The truck adopts combined hydraulic unit(see fig.2-6), which mainly consists of DC motor,The truck adopts combined hydraulic unit(see fig.2-6), which mainly consists of DC motor,

couplingcoupling , , flange, cartridge, pump flange, cartridge, pump,, tank and other components. tank and other components.  

1.1. Anchor ear  Anchor ear   

2.2.  Electric wireElectric wire  

3.3. Motor Motor   

4.4. CouplingCoupling  

5.5. Flow control valveFlow control valve  

6.6. PlugPlug  

7.7. FlangeFlange  

8.8. PumpPump  

9.9. ShaftShaft  

10.10. Bolt Bolt  

111.1. Suction tube Suction tube  

12.12. Filter  Filter   

13.13. Anchor ear  Anchor ear   

14.14. Tank Tank  

15.15. Tube Tube  

16.16. Filter cap Filter cap  

17.17. Return tube Return tube  

18.18. Connector  Connector   

19.19. Cartridge Cartridge  

20.20. Electric relay Electric relay  

21.21. Electric wire Electric wire  

Fig.2-7 Fig.2-7 Hydraulic Hydraulic unit unit partsparts
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Adjust Safety Pressure of Adjust Safety Pressure of Overflow ValvOverflow Valvee  

The default safety pressure of overflow valve in the system is 18.0MPa. It has been set beforeThe default safety pressure of overflow valve in the system is 18.0MPa. It has been set before

the delivery and users do not need to adjust. Here below states the adjusting method of thethe delivery and users do not need to adjust. Here below states the adjusting method of the

safety pressure.safety pressure.

Procedure:Procedure:  

––   Remove the oil choking of the Remove the oil choking of the pressure hole.pressure hole.

––   Connect the oil pressure gauge to the pressure hole.Connect the oil pressure gauge to the pressure hole.

––   Take out the cap of the overflow valve.Take out the cap of the overflow valve.

––   Loosen the nut of the Loosen the nut of the main safety valve.main safety valve.

––    Adjust the pressure and the bolt Adjust the pressure and the bolts with a hexagon wrench. The pressure of main safets with a hexagon wrench. The pressure of main safety valvey valve

increases when adjusting the screws clockwise; and the increases when adjusting the screws clockwise; and the pressure decreases when adjustingpressure decreases when adjusting

the screws the screws countercloccounterclockwisekwise

––
    Adjust the pres Adjust the pressure to the resure to the requested rangquested range.e.

––   Once completed, apply back the fastened nut and the Once completed, apply back the fastened nut and the oil choking and clean it up.oil choking and clean it up.

++

--

11

22

33

44
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2.3 2.3 Hydraulic Hydraulic unit unit dismantledismantle

Procedure:Procedure:  

––   Dismantle the hood.Dismantle the hood.

––   Dismantle the connector of the hydraulic unitDismantle the connector of the hydraulic unit

and the cylinder.and the cylinder.  

––   Remove the wiring on the motor, contactor andRemove the wiring on the motor, contactor and

control valve.control valve.

––   Remove the tightening bolt that fix hydraulicRemove the tightening bolt that fix hydraulic

unit.unit.

––   Take down hydraulic unit.Take down hydraulic unit.  

 Assembling  Assembling order is opporder is opposite to the disaosite to the disassembling ssembling orderorder..  
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2.4 2.4 Dismantle Dismantle the the lifting lifting cylinder cylinder from from the the truck truck or or replacereplace

––   Turn off the key switch, pull Turn off the key switch, pull out the battery plug.out the battery plug.

––   Take apart the hood.Take apart the hood.

––   Instrument panel: first four pieces of screws;Instrument panel: first four pieces of screws;

then switch the red mushroom head to the left,then switch the red mushroom head to the left,

take it down; and then dismantle instrumenttake it down; and then dismantle instrument

wiring.wiring.

––   Dismantle piping joint from the cylinder.Dismantle piping joint from the cylinder.
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––   Dismantle the pin shaft from the cylinderDismantle the pin shaft from the cylinder

supporting point.supporting point.

––   Loosen battery fixed pin and hoist out theLoosen battery fixed pin and hoist out the

battery.battery.

––   Loosen two cylinder fixed bolt from the battery.Loosen two cylinder fixed bolt from the battery.
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––   Hoist the front truck frame slightly, and then takeHoist the front truck frame slightly, and then take

out lifting cylinder.out lifting cylinder.

Caution: when hoisting the front truck frame, holdCaution: when hoisting the front truck frame, hold

the control handle to avoid tipping over of the rearthe control handle to avoid tipping over of the rear

truck.truck.

 Assembling  Assembling order is opporder is opposite to the disaosite to the disassembling ssembling orderorder..
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2.5 2.5 Hydraulic Hydraulic system system fault fault diagnosis diagnosis and and correctioncorrection

Fault Fault Probable Probable cause cause Corrective Corrective actionaction

No oilNo oil
pumps frompumps from

the pumpthe pump

Low oil levelLow oil level Fill to the Fill to the specified oil levelspecified oil level

Blocking of strainerBlocking of strainer
Clean oil pipe and oil tank. If hydraulic oil isClean oil pipe and oil tank. If hydraulic oil is

dirty, please change it.dirty, please change it.

Low oilLow oil
pressure ofpressure of

oil pumpoil pump
outputoutput

Bearing worn; retainer, O-ringBearing worn; retainer, O-ring

damagedamage
Change the bad spare partsChange the bad spare parts

 Adjustment  Adjustment failure failure of of safetysafety

valvevalve
Rise pressure with pressure gageRise pressure with pressure gage

 Air in the oil pu Air in the oil pumpmp
Fill hydraulic oil to the oil tank, use the pumpFill hydraulic oil to the oil tank, use the pump
after bubble vanishingafter bubble vanishing

Noise of oilNoise of oil
pumppump

Cavitation arising from theCavitation arising from the
strainer blockingstrainer blocking

 Adjust  Adjust or or replace replace soft soft tube tube and and clean clean thethe
strainerstrainer

Cavity caused by the highCavity caused by the high
viscosity of hydraulic oilviscosity of hydraulic oil

Replace new hydraulic oil, whose viscosity suitsReplace new hydraulic oil, whose viscosity suits
pump running speedpump running speed
Work only when the oil temperature is normalWork only when the oil temperature is normal

Bubble in the hydraulic oilBubble in the hydraulic oil
Check the reason for the bubble and then takeCheck the reason for the bubble and then take
measuresmeasures

FF
oo
rr
kk
ss

cc
aa
nn
’’tt
lliifftt

GearGear
pumppump
worksworks

Oil Oil way way block block or or damage damage Repair Repair or or replacereplace

GearGear
pumppump

nono
workwork

Lifting inching switch loosen orLifting inching switch loosen or
damagedamage

Re-fix or replaceRe-fix or replace

Motor Motor or or circuit circuit fault fault RepairRepair

Forks do notForks do not
drop downdrop down

Solenoid valve block orSolenoid valve block or
damagedamage

Repair or replaceRepair or replace

pressure ofpressure of

safety valcesafety valceis unstableis unstable
or can’t beor can’t be
adjustedadjusted

Pressure adjusting screwPressure adjusting screw
loosenloosen

Re-adjust and lock.Re-adjust and lock.

Pressure adjusting springPressure adjusting spring

deformation or damage.deformation or damage.
ReplaceReplace

Safety valve spool wear orSafety valve spool wear or
stickingsticking

Replace or clean to reassemble.Replace or clean to reassemble.

Pump Pump failure failure Repair Repair pumppump
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3 3 Electric Electric systemsystem

Electric system of this truck is double wire system, all circuits do not ground. Working voltage isElectric system of this truck is double wire system, all circuits do not ground. Working voltage is

DC24V.DC24V.

1. Instrument1. Instrument

2. 2. Emergency Emergency stop stop switchswitch

3. 3. Key Key switchswitch

4. 4. Electric Electric hornhorn

5. 5. Lifting Lifting limit limit switchswitch

6. 6. AC AC motor motor controllercontroller

7. Contactor7. Contactor

8. 8. Fuse Fuse protectorprotector

9. Fuse9. Fuse

10. 10. Main Main wiring wiring harnessharness

Fig. 3-1 Electric systemFig. 3-1 Electric system
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3.1 3.1 Electrical Electrical schematic schematic diagramdiagram
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3.2 3.2 AC AC motor motor controllercontroller

3.2.1 Maintenance3.2.1 Maintenance

 AC  AC motor motor controllercontroller, , fuse fuse protector protector and and fuse fuse are are installed installed on on the the electronic electronic control control mountingmounting

bracket, when mounting the controller, apply heat conduction silicon grease to its bottom.bracket, when mounting the controller, apply heat conduction silicon grease to its bottom.

MaintenanceMaintenance

Controller has no user repair parts. Do not try to open, repair or alter the controller. Otherwise itController has no user repair parts. Do not try to open, repair or alter the controller. Otherwise it

may damage the controller and may damage the controller and also invalid the guarantee.also invalid the guarantee.  

It’s suggested to keep the conIt’s suggested to keep the controller clean and dry, periodically check and get rid of diagnosetroller clean and dry, periodically check and get rid of diagnose

historical files.historical files.

CleaningCleaning

Periodically clean the outside controller is good for preventing corrosion or other controller faultPeriodically clean the outside controller is good for preventing corrosion or other controller fault

from dirty, dust and chemical, which is part of the environment and always exist in battery powerfrom dirty, dust and chemical, which is part of the environment and always exist in battery power

supply system.supply system.

Be careful when operating the truck power supplied by battery. Including but not limit to theBe careful when operating the truck power supplied by battery. Including but not limit to the

following: correct training, wear goggles, do not wear loose clothing and jewelry.following: correct training, wear goggles, do not wear loose clothing and jewelry.

Carry out maintenance according to the following cleaning procedure. Never clean the controllerCarry out maintenance according to the following cleaning procedure. Never clean the controller

with high pressure washer.with high pressure washer.

––   Remove battery to disconnect power.Remove battery to disconnect power.

––   Connect load(like contactor coil or horn) between controller B+ and B- to dischargeConnect load(like contactor coil or horn) between controller B+ and B- to discharge

controller capacity.controller capacity.

––   Clean dirt or corrosive on the power and signal binding post. Wipe the controller withClean dirt or corrosive on the power and signal binding post. Wipe the controller with

wet cloth, dry the controller before connecting the battery. Controller can’t suffer thewet cloth, dry the controller before connecting the battery. Controller can’t suffer the

water impact with pressure.water impact with pressure.

––   Make sure the wiring is Make sure the wiring is correct and fastened.correct and fastened.

WARNINGWARNING

   Strictly prohibit water in the product. Strictly prohibit operating with electricity.Strictly prohibit water in the product. Strictly prohibit operating with electricity.

Strictly prohibit reverse polarityStrictly prohibit reverse polarity. Strictly prohibit motor . Strictly prohibit motor short circuit.short circuit.  
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3.2.2 Diagnosis and 3.2.2 Diagnosis and troubleshootingtroubleshooting

Diagnosis procedureDiagnosis procedure

Truck cannot travelTruck cannot travel

Check if the controllerCheck if the controller
LED light flashesLED light flashes

Light is offLight is off
FlashFlash

If normally flashesIf normally flashes

Switch in encoderSwitch in encoder

 Normal flashing way Normal flashing way Fault flashing wayFault flashing way

If If battery battery has has electricity electricity If If motor motor is is normalnormal

UseUse
encoderencoder
to checkto check
faultfault
reasonreason

Refer toRefer to
instructiinstructi
ons toons to
checkcheck
thethe
correspocorrespo
ndingnding
faultfault
code ofcode of

LEDLED
flash.flash.

Check ifCheck if
inputinput
signalsignal
normal(usnormal(us
ableable
encoder)encoder)

Check ifCheck if
the outputthe output
signalsignal
fromfrom
controllercontroller
to motor isto motor is
normal (ifnormal (if
twotwo
terminalsterminals

outputoutput
afterafter
acceleratoaccelerato
r input)r input)

IfIf
contactorcontactor
absorbsabsorbs
normallynormally

If otherIf other
externalexternal
facilityfacility
isis
normalnormal

Display Display No No displaydisplay

Check if the inputCheck if the input
end signal of theend signal of the
key switch iskey switch is
normal.normal.

 Normal  Normal AbnormalAbnormal

EliminateEliminate
key switchkey switch
faultfault

InputInput
normal,normal,
externalexternal
facilityfacility
normal,normal,
outputoutput
abnormalabnormal

RelevantRelevant
 part fault part fault

ControllerController

faultfault

ControllerController

faultfault
ControllerController
faultfault

EliminateEliminate
faultfault
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Get the fault information from three waysGet the fault information from three ways：：  

––   Get fault information from the instrument: When the truck Get fault information from the instrument: When the truck has fault, the LED3(RED) indicatorhas fault, the LED3(RED) indicator

light is on, light is on, LCD displays fault type and code.LCD displays fault type and code.

––   Get fault information by switching in handheld programmer. Refer to Handheld Programmer.Get fault information by switching in handheld programmer. Refer to Handheld Programmer.

––   Get fault information by observe controller built-in LED indicator lights. Refer to LED StatusGet fault information by observe controller built-in LED indicator lights. Refer to LED Status

Indicator.Indicator.

––  
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1311 Handheld Programmer1311 Handheld Programmer

1311Handheld Programmer is a handheld tool that allows user programming, testing and1311Handheld Programmer is a handheld tool that allows user programming, testing and

diagnosing the traction motor controller, refer to the following picture. Program setting handhelddiagnosing the traction motor controller, refer to the following picture. Program setting handheld

terminal owns one menu navigation key, one data Inc/Dec key and three bookmark keys toterminal owns one menu navigation key, one data Inc/Dec key and three bookmark keys to

control all control all programmprogrammable functions.able functions.

Display window includes a seven-line 128 × 64 pixel LCD screen, this screen can show the testDisplay window includes a seven-line 128 × 64 pixel LCD screen, this screen can show the test

and pictures at the same and pictures at the same time, visible in the lightest condition, and adjust program to set time, visible in the lightest condition, and adjust program to set menu.menu.

Program is driven by the menu, and enters the next menu by pressing menu navigation button.Program is driven by the menu, and enters the next menu by pressing menu navigation button.

When the program is connected to motor controller, all motor controller information uploads toWhen the program is connected to motor controller, all motor controller information uploads to

the handheld programmer.the handheld programmer.  

22    331 1 

DISPLAYDISPLAY

SCREENSCREEN

DATADATA

INC/DECINC/DEC

KEYKEY

MENUMENU

NAVIGATIONNAVIGATION

KEYKEY

BOOKMARKBOOKMARK

KEYSKEYS   

Display screenDisplay screen：：It can show seven-line test and pictures at It can show seven-line test and pictures at the same time.the same time.  

Menu navigation keyMenu navigation key：：   Move the cursor on the screen up or down to pass the menu list(up orMove the cursor on the screen up or down to pass the menu list(up or

down arrow),open or close submenu(right or left arrow)down arrow),open or close submenu(right or left arrow)

Data Inc/Sec keyData Inc/Sec key：：   Alter data values by Alter data values by display cursor.display cursor.

Bookmark keyBookmark key：：Three bookmarThree bookmark keys allow you k keys allow you to return fast or to return fast or reach your favor or often usereach your favor or often use

menu interface without through themenu interface without through the  menu navigation. Press on the relevant bookmark button for 4menu navigation. Press on the relevant bookmark button for 4

seconds, it can store seconds, it can store relevanrelevant menu interface to this t menu interface to this button. Press the relevant bookmark keybutton. Press the relevant bookmark key, it, it

can skip to can skip to the corresponding menu interface of your chosen the corresponding menu interface of your chosen bookmark. Abookmark. After close thefter close the
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programmer, the bookmark button will not be kept.programmer, the bookmark button will not be kept.
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3.2.3 LED Status Indicator3.2.3 LED Status Indicator

Controller built in one LED status indicator light(display red or yellow)Controller built in one LED status indicator light(display red or yellow)

Display InformationDisplay Information

LED light is offLED light is off Controller power is not on; or vehicle has dead battery; or otherController power is not on; or vehicle has dead battery; or other
severe damage.severe damage.

LED LED light light flashes flashes yellow yellow Controller Controller is is in in normal normal working working status.status.

LED light is often redLED light is often red
Controller failed to supervise or did not load software. Restart KSIController failed to supervise or did not load software. Restart KSI
cycle, load software if necessary.cycle, load software if necessary.

LED flashes yellow or redLED flashes yellow or red
alternatelyalternately

Controller has detected a fault.Controller has detected a fault.

Red and yellow lights flash alternately in a repeated interval. Each code consists of two digits..Red and yellow lights flash alternately in a repeated interval. Each code consists of two digits..

Numbers of yellow lights flash means the figure of the fault code relevant position. Red flashesNumbers of yellow lights flash means the figure of the fault code relevant position. Red flashes

once or twice stands for the following yellow flashes stands for the first or second of the faultonce or twice stands for the following yellow flashes stands for the first or second of the fault

code; the yellow LED then flashes the code; the yellow LED then flashes the appropriaappropriate number of times te number of times for the first digit. for the first digit. The red LEDThe red LED

flashes twice to indicate that the second digit of the code will follow; the yellow LED flashes theflashes twice to indicate that the second digit of the code will follow; the yellow LED flashes the

appropriate numbappropriate number of times er of times for the second digit.for the second digit.

For example, fault code “23” LED status indicator light shows aFor example, fault code “23” LED status indicator light shows as follows:s follows:

Red YellowRed Yellow

✱✱    ✲✲✲✲

（（the first digitthe first digit））（（22））  

Red YellowRed Yellow

✱✱✱✱    ✲✲✲✲✲✲

（（the the second second digitdigit））（（33））  
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3.2.4 Fault code table3.2.4 Fault code table

This fault codes This fault codes provide the following information:provide the following information:

––   Fault codeFault code

––   Display fault name on the Curtis programmerDisplay fault name on the Curtis programmer

––   Display caused by the faultDisplay caused by the fault

––   Probable fault reasonProbable fault reason

––   Fault deep reasonFault deep reason

––   TroubleshootingTroubleshooting

When there is fault, if When there is fault, if it’s affirmed not the wiring error or truck malfunction, you can it’s affirmed not the wiring error or truck malfunction, you can try to restarttry to restart

through key switch. If fault still exists, please turn down key switch, check if the connector of pinthrough key switch. If fault still exists, please turn down key switch, check if the connector of pin

35 connects right or gets dirt, after repair and clean , 35 connects right or gets dirt, after repair and clean , reconnect, and then start again.reconnect, and then start again.

Fault code tableFault code table

CodeCode
Programmer displayProgrammer display

Probable fault reasonProbable fault reason
Deep faultDeep fault

reason/troubleshootingreason/troubleshootingFault displayFault display

1212 Controller OvercurrentController Overcurrent

Motor stops workingMotor stops working
Main connector disconnectsMain connector disconnects
EM brake shutdownEM brake shutdown
Throttle invalidThrottle invalid
BrakeBrake
Pump stops workingPump stops working

1. External short of phase U,V,W1. External short of phase U,V,W

motor connectionsmotor connections
2. Motor parameters do not2. Motor parameters do not

match.match.。。  

3. Controller malfunction3. Controller malfunction

ReasonReason：：Phase current exceedsPhase current exceeds

limited currentlimited current

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：restart the keyrestart the key

switchswitch

1313 Current Sensor FaultCurrent Sensor Fault

Motor stops workingMotor stops working
Main connector disconnectsMain connector disconnects
Electromagnetic brake disconnectsElectromagnetic brake disconnects
Throttle invalidThrottle invalid
Brake, Pump stops workingBrake, Pump stops working

1. Leakage to vehicle frame from1. Leakage to vehicle frame from
phase U,V, or Wphase U,V, or W
2. Controller malfunction2. Controller malfunction

ReasonReason：：Deviation reads out toDeviation reads out to

controller current controller current sensorsensor..

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：restart the keyrestart the key

switchswitch

1414 Precharge FailedPrecharge Failed

Motor stops workingMotor stops working
Main connector disconnectsMain connector disconnects
Electromagnetic brake disconnectsElectromagnetic brake disconnects
Throttle invalidThrottle invalid
BrakeBrake
Pump stops workingPump stops working

1. External load on positive1. External load on positive
terminal of the capacitor thatterminal of the capacitor that
prevents the capacitor fromprevents the capacitor from
charging.charging.

ReasonReason：：Key switch input voltageKey switch input voltage

failed to charge the failed to charge the capacitorcapacitor..

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting    ：：   Reset or  Reset or

re-input interlock switch throughre-input interlock switch through
VCL function precharge().VCL function precharge().

1515 Controller Severe UndertempController Severe Undertemp

Motor stops workingMotor stops working
Main contactor disconnectsMain contactor disconnects
Electromagnetic brake disconnectsElectromagnetic brake disconnects
Throttle failureThrottle failure
BrakeBrake
Pump stops workingPump stops working

1. Severe controller working1. Severe controller working
environment.environment.

ReasonReason：：Radiator temperature isRadiator temperature is

lower than -40lower than -40℃℃..

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Raise the tempRaise the temp

above -40above -40℃℃, restart the key, restart the key
switch or interlock switch.switch or interlock switch.

1616 Controller Severe OvertempController Severe Overtemp

Motor stops workingMotor stops working
Main contactor disconnectsMain contactor disconnects
Electromagnetic brake disconnectsElectromagnetic brake disconnects
Throttle failureThrottle failure
Brake, pump stops workingBrake, pump stops working

1. Severe controller working1. Severe controller working
environment.environment.
2. Truck overloads.2. Truck overloads.
3. Incorrect controller mounting3. Incorrect controller mounting

ReasonReason：：Radiator temperature isRadiator temperature is

higher than 95higher than 95℃℃..

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Drop the tempDrop the temp

below 95below 95℃℃. Restart the key. Restart the key
switch or interlock switch.switch or interlock switch.

1717 Severe UndervoltageSevere Undervoltage
Too low voltageToo low voltage

Driving torque reduceDriving torque reduce

1. Setup error 1. Setup error of battery parameter.of battery parameter.
2. Power consumption of non2. Power consumption of non
controller system.controller system.

3. Too large battery impedance.3. Too large battery impedance.4. Battery 4. Battery disconnects.disconnects.
5. Fuse protector disconnect, or5. Fuse protector disconnect, or
the main contactor disconnect.the main contactor disconnect.

ReasonReason：： When MOSFEET axle When MOSFEET axle

working, capacitor voltage isworking, capacitor voltage is
lower than the minimum voltagelower than the minimum voltage

limit.limit.
TroubleshootingTroubleshooting    ：： Raise theRaise the

capacitor voltage.capacitor voltage.
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CodeCode
Programmer displayProgrammer display

Probable fault reasonProbable fault reason
Deep faultDeep fault

reason/troubleshootingreason/troubleshootingFault displayFault display

1818 Severe OvervoltageSevere Overvoltage
Overhigh voltageOverhigh voltage

Motor stops workingMotor stops working
Main contactor disconnectsMain contactor disconnects
Electromagnetic brake disconnectsElectromagnetic brake disconnects
Throttle invalidThrottle invalid

BrakeBrake
Pump stops workingPump stops working

1. Setup error 1. Setup error of battery parameter.of battery parameter.
2. High battery impedance.2. High battery impedance.
3. Battery disconnects when3. Battery disconnects when
regenerative breaking.regenerative breaking.

ReasonReason：：When MOSFEET axleWhen MOSFEET axle

working, capacitor voltageworking, capacitor voltage
exceeds the minimum voltageexceeds the minimum voltage
limit.limit.

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting    ：： Reduce theReduce the

voltage and then restart the keyvoltage and then restart the key

switch.switch.

2121 Controller Undertemp CutbackController Undertemp Cutback

No fault(unless VCL set theNo fault(unless VCL set the
incurred fault)incurred fault)

1.Controller works in limited1.Controller works in limited
condition.condition.
2. Severe controller working2. Severe controller working
environment.environment.

ReasonReason：：Radiator temperature isRadiator temperature is

lower than-25lower than-25℃℃..

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting    ：： Make theMake the

radiator temperature higher thanradiator temperature higher than
-25-25℃℃..

2222 Controller Overtemp CutbackController Overtemp Cutback

Drive or regenerative brakingDrive or regenerative braking
torque reduces.torque reduces.

1. Severe controller working1. Severe controller working
environment.environment.
2. Truck overloads.2. Truck overloads.
3. Incorrect controller mounting3. Incorrect controller mounting

ReasonReason：：   Radiator temperature  Radiator temperature

exceeds 85exceeds 85℃℃..

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting    ：： Reduce theReduce the

temperature.temperature.

2323 Undervoltage CutbackUndervoltage Cutback

Driving torque reducesDriving torque reduces
1. Insufficient battery 1. Insufficient battery power.power.
2. Setup error 2. Setup error of battery parameter.of battery parameter.
3. Power consumption of non3. Power consumption of non
controller system.controller system.
4. Too large battery impedance.4. Too large battery impedance.
5. Battery 5. Battery disconnects.disconnects.

6. Fuse protector disconnects or6. Fuse protector disconnects ormain contactor disconnects.main contactor disconnects.

ReasonReason ：：   Too low capacitor  Too low capacitor

voltage.voltage.

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Raise capacitorRaise capacitor

voltage.voltage.

2424 Overvoltage CutbackOvervoltage Cutback

Regenerative braking torqueRegenerative braking torque
reduces.reduces.

1. During regenerative braking,1. During regenerative braking,
regenerative braking current causeregenerative braking current cause
the raising of battery voltage.the raising of battery voltage.
2. Setup error 2. Setup error of battery parameter.of battery parameter.
3. Too large battery impedance.3. Too large battery impedance.
4. When regenerating braking,4. When regenerating braking,
battery disconnects.battery disconnects.

ReasonReason：：When MOSFEET axleWhen MOSFEET axle

working, capacitor voltageworking, capacitor voltage
exceeds the maximum voltageexceeds the maximum voltage
limit.limit.

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting    ：：   Reduce  Reduce

capacitor voltage.capacitor voltage.

2525 +5V Supply Failure+5V Supply Failure

No fault(unless VCL set theNo fault(unless VCL set the
incurred fault)incurred fault)

1. External load impedance is too1. External load impedance is too
low.low.

ReasonReason：：  5V supply outside the  5V supply outside the

5V±10% range5V±10% range

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting ：： Bring voltageBring voltage

within range.within range.

2626 Digital Out 6 FailureDigital Out 6 Failure
Digital Out 6 driver is not Digital Out 6 driver is not active.active.  

1. External load impedance is too1. External load impedance is too
low.low.

ReasonReason：：   Digital Output 6 currentDigital Output 6 current

exceeds15mA.exceeds15mA.

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：： Adjust load, set Adjust load, set

“set_digout()” by VCL, and“set_digout()” by VCL, and
restart.restart.

2727 Digital Out 7 OvercurrentDigital Out 7 Overcurrent
The Digital Out 7 driver is notThe Digital Out 7 driver is not
activeactive  

1. External load impedance is too1. External load impedance is too
low.low.

ReasonReason：：Digital Output 7 currentDigital Output 7 current

exceeds15mA.exceeds15mA.

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：： Adjust load, set Adjust load, set

“set_digout()” by VCL, and“set_digout()” by VCL, and
restart.restart.

2828 Motor Temp Hot CutbackMotor Temp Hot Cutback

Driving torque reduced.Driving torque reduced.
1.1. MMotor temperature reaches orotor temperature reaches or

exceeds parameter exceeds parameter   limit, thuslimit, thus
cause current output reduce.cause current output reduce.  
2.2.   Motor temperature parametersMotor temperature parameters
incorrect.incorrect.
3. If motor does not apply3. If motor does not apply
temperature sensor, programmingtemperature sensor, programming
parameter “Temp compensation”parameter “Temp compensation”
and “Temp cutback” must setand “Temp cutback” must set
“OFF”.“OFF”.  

ReasonReason：： Input voltage value ofInput voltage value of

motor temperature sensor is 0 ormotor temperature sensor is 0 or
larger than larger than 10V10V..

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting    ：： Return theReturn the

motor temperature to be withinmotor temperature to be within
the permitted limits.the permitted limits.

2929 Motor Temp Sensor FaultMotor Temp Sensor Fault

Max. speed drops to LOS statusMax. speed drops to LOS status

and motor temperature cutbackand motor temperature cutback
invalid.invalid.

1. Motor temperature sensor is1. Motor temperature sensor is
connected wrongly.connected wrongly.

2. If motor does not apply2. If motor does not apply
temperature sensor, programmingtemperature sensor, programming
parameter “Temp compensation”parameter “Temp compensation”

ReasonReason：： Input voltage value ofInput voltage value of

motor temperature sensor is 0 ormotor temperature sensor is 0 or
larger than larger than 10V10V..
Troubleshooting: Adjust inputTroubleshooting: Adjust input
voltage value of motorvoltage value of motor
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CodeCode
Programmer displayProgrammer display

Probable fault reasonProbable fault reason
Deep faultDeep fault

reason/troubleshootingreason/troubleshootingFault displayFault display

and “Temp cutback” must setand “Temp cutback” must set
“OFF”.“OFF”.  

temperature sensor to the normaltemperature sensor to the normal
scope.scope.

3131 Coil 1 Driver Open/ShortCoil 1 Driver Open/Short

Driver 1 output shutDriver 1 output shut
1. Connected load open or short.1. Connected load open or short.
2. Connecting pin stained.2. Connecting pin stained.
3. Wrong wiring.3. Wrong wiring.

ReasonReason：： Driver 1 (pin 6) is eitheDriver 1 (pin 6) is eitherr

open or shorted. This fault can beopen or shorted. This fault can be
set only when “Main Enable” setset only when “Main Enable” set
to “OFF”.to “OFF”.  

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Correct open orCorrect open or
short circuit, restart output.short circuit, restart output.

3131 Main Contactor Coil Open/ShortMain Contactor Coil Open/Short

Motor stops workingMotor stops working
Main contactor disconnectsMain contactor disconnects
Electromagnetic brake disconnectsElectromagnetic brake disconnects
Throttle invalidThrottle invalid
BrakeBrake
Pump stops workingPump stops working

1. Connected load open or short.1. Connected load open or short.
2. Connecting pin stained.2. Connecting pin stained.
3. Wrong wiring.3. Wrong wiring.

ReasonReason：：  Main contactor driver  Main contactor driver

(pin 6) is either open or shorted.(pin 6) is either open or shorted.
This fault can be set only whenThis fault can be set only when
“Main Enable” set to “ON”.“Main Enable” set to “ON”.  

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Correct openCorrect open

circuit/short circuit, restart output.circuit/short circuit, restart output.

3232 Coil2 Driver Open/ShortCoil2 Driver Open/Short

Driver 2 output shutDriver 2 output shut  
1. Connected load open or short.1. Connected load open or short.
2. Connecting pin stained.2. Connecting pin stained.
3. Wrong wiring.3. Wrong wiring.

ReasonReason：： Driver 2 output(pin 5) isDriver 2 output(pin 5) is

either open or shorted. This faulteither open or shorted. This fault
ccan be set only when “EM brakean be set only when “EM brake
Type” set to 0.Type” set to 0.  

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Correct open orCorrect open or

short circuit, restart output.short circuit, restart output.

3232 EM Brake Open/ShortEM Brake Open/Short

Electromagnetic brake disconnectsElectromagnetic brake disconnects

Throttle invalidThrottle invalid
BrakeBrake  

1. Connected load open or short.1. Connected load open or short.
2. Connecting pin stained.2. Connecting pin stained.

3. Wrong wiring.3. Wrong wiring.

ReasonReason：： EM Brake output(pin 5)EM Brake output(pin 5)

is either open or is either open or shorted. Thisshorted. This

fault only occurs when “EM brakefault only occurs when “EM brake
Type” set to 0.Type” set to 0.  

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Correct open orCorrect open or

short circuit, restart output.short circuit, restart output.

3333 Coil3 Driver Open/ShortCoil3 Driver Open/Short

Driver 3 output shutDriver 3 output shut  
1. Connected load open or short.1. Connected load open or short.
2. Connecting pin stained.2. Connecting pin stained.
3. Wrong wiring.3. Wrong wiring.

ReasonReason：：Driver 3 output (pin 4) isDriver 3 output (pin 4) is

either open or shortedeither open or shorted

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Correct open orCorrect open or

short circuit, restart output.short circuit, restart output.

3434 Coil4 Driver Open/ShortCoil4 Driver Open/Short

Driver 4 output shutDriver 4 output shut  
1. Connected load open or short.1. Connected load open or short.
2. Connecting pin stained.2. Connecting pin stained.
3. Wrong wiring.3. Wrong wiring.

ReasonReason：：   Driver 3 Driver 3 output (pin output (pin 3)3)

is either open or shortedis either open or shorted

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Correct open orCorrect open or

short circuit, restart output.short circuit, restart output.

3535 PD Open/ShortPD Open/Short

PD shutPD shut  
1. Connected load open or short.1. Connected load open or short.
2. Connecting pin stained.2. Connecting pin stained.
3. Wrong wiring.3. Wrong wiring.

ReasonReason：：PD(pin 2) is either openPD(pin 2) is either open

or shortedor shorted

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Correct open orCorrect open or

short circuit, restart output.short circuit, restart output.

3636 Encoder FaultEncoder Fault

Electromagnetic brake disconnectsElectromagnetic brake disconnects  

1. Motor encoder error.1. Motor encoder error.

2. Wrong wiring.2. Wrong wiring.

ReasonReason：：Encoder faultEncoder fault

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Restart keyRestart key

switch.switch.

3737 Motor OpenMotor Open

Motor stops workingMotor stops working
Main contactor disconnectsMain contactor disconnects
Electromagnetic brake disconnectsElectromagnetic brake disconnects
Throttle invalidThrottle invalid
BrakeBrake
Pump stops workingPump stops working

1. Motor phases is open.1. Motor phases is open.
2. Wrong wiring.2. Wrong wiring.

ReasonReason：：Motor phase, U,V,WMotor phase, U,V,W

detected opendetected open

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Check phaseCheck phase

and restart the key switch.and restart the key switch.

3838 Main Contactor WeldedMain Contactor Welded

Motor stops workingMotor stops working
Main contactor disconnectsMain contactor disconnects
Electromagnetic brake disconnectsElectromagnetic brake disconnects
Throttle invalidThrottle invalid
BrakeBrake
Pump stops workingPump stops working  

1. Main contactor tips are welded.1. Main contactor tips are welded.
2. Motor phases U and V i2. Motor phases U and V iss
disconnected or open.disconnected or open.
3. An alternate voltage path is3. An alternate voltage path is
providing a current to capacitor( B+providing a current to capacitor( B+
connection terminal)connection terminal)

ReasonReason：：Main contactor keep tooMain contactor keep too

much connecting, capacitormuch connecting, capacitor
voltage can’t discahrge.voltage can’t discahrge.

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Restart the keyRestart the key

switchswitch

3939 Main Contactor Did Not CloseMain Contactor Did Not Close

Motor stops workingMotor stops working
Main contactor disconnectsMain contactor disconnects
Electromagnetic brake disconnectsElectromagnetic brake disconnects
Throttle invalidThrottle invalid

1. Main contactor does not close1. Main contactor does not close

2. Contactor contacts have2. Contactor contacts have
oxidized, melted, or connectionoxidized, melted, or connection
status is unstable.status is unstable.
3. External load on the 3. External load on the capacitorcapacitor..

ReasonReason：：When the mainWhen the main

contactor is closed, capacitorcontactor is closed, capacitor
voltage does not charge B+voltage does not charge B+
voltage.voltage.
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CodeCode
Programmer displayProgrammer display

Probable fault reasonProbable fault reason
Deep faultDeep fault

reason/troubleshootingreason/troubleshootingFault displayFault display

BrakeBrake
Pump stops workingPump stops working  

4. 4. Fuse Fuse protector protector disconnectsdisconnects. . contactorcontactor, , restart restart the the key key switch.switch.

4141 Throttle Wiper HighThrottle Wiper High

Throttle invalidThrottle invalid  
1. Throttle pot wiper voltage too1. Throttle pot wiper voltage too
highhigh

ReasonReason：：   Throttle Throttle pot wpot wiper(piniper(pin

16) voltage is higher than the16) voltage is higher than the
high fault threshold(can behigh fault threshold(can be
changed with the VCL functionchanged with the VCL function

setup_pot_faults()setup_pot_faults()））  
TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：   Reduce Reduce thethe

throttle pot wiper voltagethrottle pot wiper voltage

4242 Throttle Wiper LowThrottle Wiper Low

Throttle invalidThrottle invalid  
1. Throttle pot wiper voltage too1. Throttle pot wiper voltage too
lowlow

ReasonReason：：   Throttle Throttle pot wpot wiper(piniper(pin

16) voltage is lower than the low16) voltage is lower than the low
fault threshold(can be changedfault threshold(can be changed
with the VCL functionwith the VCL function

setup_pot_faults()setup_pot_faults()））  

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：   Raise Raise thethe

throttle pot wiper voltagethrottle pot wiper voltage

4343 Pot 2 Wiper HighPot 2 Wiper High

Full brakeFull brake  
1. Pot 2 wiper voltage too high1. Pot 2 wiper voltage too high ReasonReason：：Pot 2 wiper(pin 17)Pot 2 wiper(pin 17)

voltage is higher than the highvoltage is higher than the high
fault threshold(can be changedfault threshold(can be changed
with the VCL functionwith the VCL function

setup_pot_faults()setup_pot_faults()））  

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Reduce the potReduce the pot

wiper voltagewiper voltage

4444 Pot2 Wiper LowPot2 Wiper Low

Full brakeFull brake  
1. Pot 2 wiper 1. Pot 2 wiper voltage too low.voltage too low. ReasonReason：：   Pot 2 Pot 2 wiper(pin 1wiper(pin 17)7)

voltage is lower than the low faultvoltage is lower than the low fault
threshold(can be changed withthreshold(can be changed with
the VCL functionthe VCL function

setup_pot_faults()setup_pot_faults()））  

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Increase the potIncrease the pot

wiper voltagewiper voltage

4545 Pot Low OvercurrentPot Low Overcurrent
Throttle invalidThrottle invalid
Full brakeFull brake  

1. Potentiometer impedance is too1. Potentiometer impedance is too
low.low.

ReasonReason：：   Pot low Pot low end (pin 18)end (pin 18)

exceeds 10mA.exceeds 10mA.
Troubleshooting: Reduce low endTroubleshooting: Reduce low end
current, restart the key switchcurrent, restart the key switch

4646 EEPROM FailureEEPROM Failure

Motor stopsMotor stops
Main contractor stops.Main contractor stops.
EM brake stopsEM brake stops
Throttle stopsThrottle stops
Interlock stopsInterlock stops

Driver1-4 stopDriver1-4 stop
PD stopsPD stops
BrakeBrake
Pump stopsPump stops  

1. Error writing to the 1. Error writing to the EEPROMEEPROM. It. It
may be caused by VCL writing tomay be caused by VCL writing to
EEPROM, or CANBUS, orEEPROM, or CANBUS, or
incorrect parameter editing.incorrect parameter editing.

ReasonReason：：Controller system tries toController system tries to

write into EEPROM but failed.write into EEPROM but failed.

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：DownloadDownload

correct software(OS), set correctcorrect software(OS), set correct
parameterparameter, and then , and then restart therestart the
key switch.key switch.

4747 HPD/Sequencing FaultHPD/Sequencing Fault

Throttle invalidThrottle invalid  
1. Wrong sequence setting of key1. Wrong sequence setting of key
start, interlock, direction andstart, interlock, direction and
throttle input sequence setting.throttle input sequence setting.
2. Wiring, 2. Wiring, switch keyswitch key, interlock,, interlock,
direction or throttle input fault.direction or throttle input fault.

ReasonReason：：The wrong input of keyThe wrong input of key

start, interlock, direction andstart, interlock, direction and
throttle cause HPD andthrottle cause HPD and
sequencing fault.sequencing fault.

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Re-inputRe-input

according to correct sequence.according to correct sequence.

4747 Emer Rev HPDEmer Rev HPD

Throttle invalidThrottle invalid  

1. Emer Rev already finished, but1. Emer Rev already finished, but
the throttle, forward or reversethe throttle, forward or reverse
input and interlock do not return toinput and interlock do not return to
neutral.neutral.

ReasonReason：： After Emer Rev fi After Emer Rev finishes,nishes,

each input does not return toeach input does not return to
neutral, that cause the fault.neutral, that cause the fault.

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Re-inputRe-input

according to correct sequence.according to correct sequence.

4949 Parameter Change FaultParameter Change Fault

Motor stops workingMotor stops working

Main contractor stops workingMain contractor stops working
EM brake stops workingEM brake stops working
Throttle invalidThrottle invalid
BrakeBrake

1. In 1. In order to protect order to protect truck safetytruck safety,,
change of certain specialchange of certain special

parameter is only valid after restartparameter is only valid after restart
the key switch.the key switch.

ReasonReason：：Parameter changeParameter change

needs restart of the key switch.needs restart of the key switch.

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Restart the keyRestart the key
switchswitch
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CodeCode
Programmer displayProgrammer display

Probable fault reasonProbable fault reason
Deep faultDeep fault

reason/troubleshootingreason/troubleshootingFault displayFault display

Pump stops workingPump stops working  

5252 TH PDO TimeoutTH PDO Timeout

Motor stopsMotor stops
Pump stopsPump stops
Handle control button all failureHandle control button all failure  

1. 1. Communication Communication failures. failures. Handle Handle damaged damaged or or poor poor contactcontact

communication circuitcommunication circuit。。  

6868 VCL RunTime ErrorVCL RunTime ErrorMotor stopsMotor stops
Main contactor stopsMain contactor stops
EM brake stopsEM brake stops
 Accelerator stop Accelerator stopss
Interlock stopsInterlock stops
Driver 1-4 stopDriver 1-4 stop
PD stopsPD stops
BrakeBrake
Pump stopsPump stops  

1. VCL runtime.1. VCL runtime. ReasonReason：：VCL runtime error.VCL runtime error.
TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Edit VCLEdit VCL

software and correct, check newsoftware and correct, check new
software to make correctsoftware to make correct
parameter matching; restart theparameter matching; restart the
key switch.key switch.

6969 External Supply Out of RangeExternal Supply Out of Range 1. External load on 5V and 12V1. External load on 5V and 12V
supplies too high or too supplies too high or too low.low.
2. Parameter error in the 2. Parameter error in the CheckingChecking

Menu, like “ExtSupply Max”Menu, like “ExtSupply Max”，，,“Ext,“Ext

Supply Min”Supply Min”  

ReasonReason：：Upper limit of externalUpper limit of external

power supply(total current: 5V(pinpower supply(total current: 5V(pin
26) and 12V(pin 25) is defined by26) and 12V(pin 25) is defined by
External Supply Max and lowerExternal Supply Max and lower
limit is defined by limit is defined by External SupplyExternal Supply
MinMin

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：： Adjust external Adjust external

current.current.

7171 OS GeneralOS General
Motor stopsMotor stops
Main contactor stopsMain contactor stops
EM brake stopsEM brake stops
 Accelerator stop Accelerator stopss
Interlock stopsInterlock stops
Driver 1-4 stopDriver 1-4 stop
PD stopsPD stops
BrakeBrake
Pump stopsPump stops  

1. Inner controller invalid.1. Inner controller invalid. ReasonReason：：Inner controller invalid.Inner controller invalid.

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Restart the keyRestart the key

switch.switch.

7272 PDO TimeoutPDO Timeout

Interlock stopsInterlock stops
CAN NMT State set toCAN NMT State set to
PreoperationalPreoperational

1. Time between CAN PDO1. Time between CAN PDO
messages received exceeds PDOmessages received exceeds PDO
Timeout PeriodTimeout Period

ReasonReason：：Time between CANTime between CAN

PDO messages receivedPDO messages received
exceeds PDO Timeout Periodexceeds PDO Timeout Period

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Restart the keyRestart the key

switch, or accept CAN NMTswitch, or accept CAN NMT
messagemessage

7373 Stall DetectedStall Detected

EM brake stopsEM brake stopsSwitch the control mode toSwitch the control mode to
LOS(Limited operation status)LOS(Limited operation status)  

1. Motor is stalled.1. Motor is stalled.

2. Motor encoder fault.2. Motor encoder fault.3. Wiring damaged.3. Wiring damaged.
4. Problem with power supply for4. Problem with power supply for
motor encoder.motor encoder.

ReasonReason：：No motor encoder isNo motor encoder is

detected.detected.
TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：ThrottleThrottle

Command=0,MCommand=0,Motor otor RPM=0RPM=0
Restart the key switch, or detectRestart the key switch, or detect
the effective signal of motorthe effective signal of motor
encoder in LOS mode, and setencoder in LOS mode, and set
the parameter to Throttlethe parameter to Throttle
Command=0,MCommand=0,Motor otor RPM=0.RPM=0.

8787 Motor Characterization FaultMotor Characterization Fault

Motor stopsMotor stops
Main contactor stopsMain contactor stops
EM brake stopsEM brake stops
 Accelerator stop Accelerator stopss
BrakeBrake
Pump stopsPump stops  

1. Refer to the following code1. Refer to the following code

during motor matchingduring motor matching：：  

0=Normal0=Normal
1= Controller receives encoder1= Controller receives encoder
signal, but pulse value not defined.signal, but pulse value not defined.
Set pulse value manuallySet pulse value manually
2= Motor temperature sensor2= Motor temperature sensor
failurefailure
3= Motor high temperature cutback3= Motor high temperature cutback
failurefailure

4= Motor overtemp cutback failure4= Motor overtemp cutback failure
5= Motor low temperature 5= Motor low temperature cutbackcutback
failurefailure

ReasonReason：：   Motor Motor matchingmatching

process failure.process failure.

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Correct the faultCorrect the fault

and restart the key switch.and restart the key switch.
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CodeCode
Programmer displayProgrammer display

Probable fault reasonProbable fault reason
Deep faultDeep fault

reason/troubleshootingreason/troubleshootingFault displayFault display

6= Low voltage cutback failure6= Low voltage cutback failure
7= High pressure cutback f failure7= High pressure cutback f failure
8= Controller can’t detect encoder8= Controller can’t detect encoder
signal and passage signalsignal and passage signal
disappears.disappears.
9= Motor parameter setting9= Motor parameter setting

exceeds the scope.exceeds the scope.
8989 Motor Type FaultMotor Type Fault 1. Motor type parameter values1. Motor type parameter values

exceed the rangeexceed the range
ReasonReason：：Motor Type parameterMotor Type parameter

setting value is an illegal value.setting value is an illegal value.

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Reset andReset and

restart the key switch.restart the key switch.

9191 VCl/OS MismatchVCl/OS Mismatch

Motor stopsMotor stops
Main contactor stopsMain contactor stops
EM brake stopsEM brake stops
 Accelerator stop Accelerator stopss
Interlock stopsInterlock stops
1-4 output stops1-4 output stops
PD stopsPD stops
BrakeBrake
Pump stopsPump stops  

1. The controller VCL does not1. The controller VCL does not
match OS.match OS.

ReasonReason：：The controller VCL doesThe controller VCL does

not match OS.not match OS.

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Update newUpdate new

VCL and OS.VCL and OS.

9292 EM Brake Failed to SetEM Brake Failed to Set

EM Brake failureEM Brake failure
Throttle invalidThrottle invalid  

1. 1. Truck Truck continues continues to to move move afterafter
the EM brake has beenthe EM brake has been
commanded to setcommanded to set
2. Small EM braking force.2. Small EM braking force.

ReasonReason：： After EM brake  After EM brake locks,locks,

the truck still moves.the truck still moves.

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Check if theCheck if thethrottle works normal.throttle works normal.

9393 Encoder LOS (Limited OperatingEncoder LOS (Limited Operating
Strategy)Strategy)

1. LOS activated due to motor1. LOS activated due to motor
installing or encoder fault.installing or encoder fault.
2. Wrong wiring.2. Wrong wiring.
3. Truck is stalled3. Truck is stalled

ReasonReason：：LOS activated due toLOS activated due to

motor installing or encoder fault.motor installing or encoder fault.

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Restart the keyRestart the key

switchswitch，，if it is caused by motorif it is caused by motor

installing, make sure encoderinstalling, make sure encoder
work under normal condition,work under normal condition,
Throttle Throttle Command=0,MCommand=0,Motorotor
RPM=0.RPM=0.

9494 Emer Rev TimeoutEmer Rev Timeout

EM Brake failureEM Brake failure
Throttle invalidThrottle invalid  

1. Emer Rev timeout activated due1. Emer Rev timeout activated due
to EMR Timer overdueto EMR Timer overdue
2. Emer Rev switch is always at2. Emer Rev switch is always at
ON position.ON position.

ReasonReason：：Emer Rev functionEmer Rev function

activated to operate until Emeractivated to operate until Emer
Rev timing end.Rev timing end.

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Check EmerCheck Emer

Rev switch.Rev switch.

9898 Illegal Model NumberIllegal Model Number

Motor stopsMotor stops

Main contactor stopsMain contactor stopsEM brake stopsEM brake stops
Throttle stopsThrottle stops
BrakeBrake
Pump stopsPump stops  

1. Controller model can’t be1. Controller model can’t be
identified.identified.

2. Software and hardware do not2. Software and hardware do notmatch.match.
3. Controller damage.3. Controller damage.

ReasonReason：：Controller model can’tController model can’t

be identifiedbe identified

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：：Choose correctChoose correct
controller, and download correctcontroller, and download correct
controller software.controller software.

9999 Dualmotor Parameter MismatchDualmotor Parameter Mismatch

Close main contactorClose main contactor
Close EM brakeClose EM brake
Close acceleratorClose accelerator
Brake and close the pumpBrake and close the pump  

Enable parameter of dualmotor isEnable parameter of dualmotor is
set as ON, and control modeset as ON, and control mode
selecting parameter not set as 0selecting parameter not set as 0

（（Speed Mode Express) or 1Speed Mode Express) or 1

（（Speed ModeSpeed Mode））  

ReasonReason：：When the dual driveWhen the dual drive

software enabled, control modesoftware enabled, control mode

should set as 0should set as 0（（Speed ModeSpeed Mode

Express) or 1Express) or 1（（Speed ModeSpeed Mode））,,

otherwise there will be fault.otherwise there will be fault.

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting：： Adjust to proper Adjust to proper

value and switch KSI.value and switch KSI.
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AttachmentAttachment：：TTable for able for bolt’bolt’s tightens tightening torqueing torque  

UnitUnit：：N·mN·m  

Bolt’s diameter Bolt’s diameter   
GradeGrade  

4.6 4.6 5.6 5.6 6.6 6.6 8.88.8

6 6 44～～5 5 55～～7 7 66～～8 8 99～～1212

8 8 1010～～12 1212 12～～15 1415 14～～18 2218 22～～2929

10 2010 20～～25 2525 25～～31 2931 29～～39 4439 44～～5858

12 3512 35～～44 4444 44～～54 4954 49～～64 7664 76～～107107

14 5414 54～～69 6969 69～～88 8388 83～～98 12198 121～～162162

16 8816 88～～108 108108 108～～137 127137 127～～157 189157 189～～252252

18 11818 118～～147 147147 147～～186 176186 176～～216 260216 260～～347347

20 16720 167～～206 206206 206～～265 245265 245～～314 369314 369～～492492

22 22522 225～～284 284284 284～～343 343343 343～～431 502431 502～～669669

24 29424 294～～370 370370 370～～441 441441 441～～539 638539 638～～850850

27 44127 441～～519 539519 539～～686 637686 637～～784 933784 933～～12441244

NoteNote：：·Use entirely 8.8 grade bolt in the ·Use entirely 8.8 grade bolt in the important joint position.important joint position.

··Bolt’s grade can be found in the head of the bolt, if it can’t be Bolt’s grade can be found in the head of the bolt, if it can’t be found, the grade is 8.8.found, the grade is 8.8.  
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Maintenance RecordMaintenance Record

Date Date Repair, Repair, maintenancmaintenance e content content ServicemanServiceman
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HANGCHA GROUP CO. , LTD.HANGCHA GROUP CO. , LTD.

■ Address For: OVERSEAS USERS■ Address For: OVERSEAS USERS  

■■ Address: 88 Do Address: 88 Donghuan Ronghuan Road, Lin'an Ecoad, Lin'an Economic Develonomic Development Zone,Zhpment Zone,Zhejiang, Chinejiang, Chinaa
■ Fax: 0086■ Fax: 0086-571-88926789 0086-571-88132890-571-88926789 0086-571-88132890 ■ ZIP:311305■ ZIP:311305  
■ Web:■ Web: http://www.hcforklift.comhttp://www.hcforklift.com ■ E■ E-mail: -mail: sales@hcsales@hcforklift.comforklift.com
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